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It is our pleasure to present this Annual Report of Donors for the 2011 fiscal year. As with past editions, this publication serves to celebrate the generosity of our donors, as well as showcase the very real impact of their contributions for, and partnership with, UMass Medical School and UMass Memorial Health Care.

As you will see in the dynamic stories presented within these pages, commitments of private funds are vital to the advancement of medical knowledge and education, and the implementation of new methods of health care delivery at our academic health sciences center. Those advancements are what enable us to fulfill our critical and joint mission of advancing the health and well-being of the people in the commonwealth and the world.

The formula for our future success, and that of our entire academic health sciences center, relies on a number of components. Key among those are philanthropy and, more specifically, our generous advocates whose steadfast financial support propels us forward in the fulfillment of our mission.

As public funds become less plentiful, charitable donations become even more essential to our future. The generosity demonstrated by so many clearly signifies a powerful commitment to our work and the communities we serve. It also signifies that philanthropy has the power to inspire future health care practitioners, encourage researchers, enhance care and support those in need.

We are extremely grateful that the philanthropic activities of so many include the important work being conducted here, and we feel privileged to acknowledge the names of those individuals and organizations who provided financial support to UMass Medical School and UMass Memorial Health Care in the last fiscal year. Whether made to the UMass ALS Champion Fund, to cancer research and care, to the Fund-A-Need project during the Winter Ball, to a volunteer program or to a fund supporting patients and families with extraordinary financial needs, all gifts make a difference. On behalf of our united institutions, we humbly thank you for your support.

Michael F. Collins, MD
Chancellor, University of Massachusetts Medical School
Senior Vice President for the Health Sciences
University of Massachusetts

John G. O’Brien
President and CEO
UMass Memorial Health Care
the power to change the face of medicine
The power to change the face of medicine

Under a clear blue sky, hundreds of people from the UMass Medical School community strolled onto the green-grass carpet at the edge of the Albert Sherman Center construction site on Wednesday, June 15, 2011, to sign a white steel beam. Then they watched as it was hoisted to the top of the nine-story building, marking the completion of the highest level of the building.

Chancellor Michael F. Collins led the topping off ceremony, paying tribute to Albert “Albie” Sherman, former vice chancellor for university relations, and recognizing many of those involved in the conceptualizing, design and construction of the building. “This is a transformative project,” Chancellor Collins said. “We believe that the research efforts that will be undertaken in this building will yield seminal scientific discoveries that ultimately will lead to pioneering treatments and cures that will benefit all of mankind.”

Scheduled to be completed in late 2012, the Sherman Center will double UMass Medical School’s research capacity and expand its current educational space to support the new learner-centered Medical School curriculum. This interdisciplinary, state-of-the-art research and education facility will foster interaction and collaboration among scientists and promote innovation and synergies across disciplines. In particular, the Advanced Therapeutics Cluster, a major new initiative to be housed in the Sherman Center, will dramatically expand the Medical School’s research efforts and focus some of the best minds in the world on creating new therapies for many debilitating diseases.

When fully operational, the Sherman Center is projected to support 1,600 jobs and $264 million in annual economic activity throughout the commonwealth. More than 100 investigators and their staffs will work in open lab spaces that encourage collaboration and interaction.

“At a time when others must put plans on hold, this dynamic campus boldly prepares for a future where the sparks of innovative research and teaching come together to create a fire of translational discoveries that could change the face of medicine,” said Collins.

Also speaking at the ceremony were Massachusetts Life Sciences Center President and CEO Susan Windham-Bannister, Worcester City Manager Michael O’Brien, State Senator Harriette Chandler, UMass Building Authority Executive Director David MacKenzie and former UMass President Jack Wilson.

Scheduled to be completed in late 2012, the Sherman Center will double UMass Medical School’s research capacity and expand its current educational space to support the new learner-centered Medical School curriculum.
The power to fight disease

There is a new champion in the fight against amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS, or Lou Gehrig’s disease) and a new fund to support research at UMass Medical School (UMMS), where striking breakthroughs have already been made in understanding this fatal disease.

Former Massachusetts Gov. Paul Cellucci is using his formidable political connections to raise funds for the UMass ALS Champion Fund, an endowment supporting ALS research conducted by Robert H. Brown Jr., DPhil, MD, chair of the Department of Neurology at UMass Medical School, and his colleagues. Gov. Cellucci revealed in early 2011 that he has ALS and is a patient of Dr. Brown.

“I am proud to continue my career in public service by leading the UMass ALS Champion Fund,” said Cellucci, who is also a former U.S. ambassador to Canada. “A champion helps to deliver great victories, and Dr. Brown is a true champion of ALS research. But, victories are a team effort and Dr. Brown and his colleagues at UMass Medical School need our support.”

The UMass ALS Champion Fund, which was unveiled at Fenway Park in May, is designed to help Brown and his colleagues to pursue ALS research leads and breakthroughs immediately, rather than having to wait to attract funding from traditional sources. As a result, this fund will make researchers at UMMS better prepared to seize the moment when highly promising ALS discoveries are made.

Brown has been a leading visionary for ALS treatment and part of nearly every fundamental ALS breakthrough to date, including the identification of mutations in a gene that is responsible for 20 to 25 percent of the familial form of the disease. Brown’s discovery opened a window into ALS that has changed the research landscape profoundly and given people something quite rare in the field of ALS: hope.

ALS is a neurodegenerative disorder that causes progressive muscle weakness, leading to paralysis and eventually death. There is no treatment that does anything but even slightly slow the progression. The research efforts of Brown and his team are allied with UMass Medical School’s Nobel Prize-winning research in the field of RNA biology. For more information about the UMass ALS Champion Fund, visit www.umassals.com.

An ongoing partner in the ALS fight

Another champion that has partnered with the Medical School in the fight against ALS is The Angel Fund. Based in Massachusetts, The Angel Fund receives support from many community outreach efforts, including the Sharon Timlin Memorial 5K Race that was established in memory of the mother of former Red Sox pitcher, Mike Timlin. In conjunction with other fundraising events, The Angel Fund has contributed more than $650,000 to UMMS to date, all in support of ALS investigations in Dr. Brown’s internationally recognized laboratory, the Cecil B. Day Laboratory for Neuromuscular Research.

Rich Kennedy, president of The Angel Fund, is an ardent advocate for ALS research; he lost both his father and brother to the disease. “I like to consider us as one big family of like-minded individuals who all have shared a great loss,” Kennedy said. “That is why we do this, why it is so important to us and why we will never stop until there is a cure for this terrible disease.”
the power to fight disease
For parents of a child who has been hospitalized due to a life threatening illness, being with that child as much as possible is their main priority. Dealing with seemingly ordinary issues, such as travel to and from the hospital, parking and meals are often far from their minds. Yet when that hospital stay is long-term, those secondary matters can become burdensome, incurring financial and logistical challenges that can complicate a decidedly stressful time.

Families of children with epilepsy who are patients at UMass Memorial Children's Medical Center or Children's Hospital Boston now have access to financial assistance for those types of expenses through the Tyler Foundation Fund for Extraordinary Needs. Established in June 2010 through a gift from the Tyler Foundation, the fund assists these families in paying for things such as parking and meals.

The Foundation was created by Heather and Erik Plotkin and named for their son Tyler. In 2005, Heather and Erik spent weeks at Tyler’s bedside before and after brain surgery that was performed when he was 15 months old to treat a brain malformation that caused epilepsy. Through the support of family and friends, who provided meals and encouragement, Heather and Erik could focus their attentions where they needed to be—with their son.

“We could not have gotten through our ordeal without that support,” Heather said, “But we also saw other families who were not as fortunate.”

In response to that need, the couple started the Tyler Foundation to assist families of children who are patients at UMass Memorial Children's Medical Center or Children's Hospital Boston, where Tyler had been treated. The Foundation provides meals, gas cards and financial assistance for the purchase of therapeutic equipment. UMass Memorial Children's Medical Center was selected as the recipient of the Fund for Extraordinary Needs because of the care Tyler received there from Paul C. Marshall, MD, chief of pediatric neurology and associate professor of pediatrics and neurology at UMass Medical School.

“It was important for us to show our support for the excellent care provided at UMass Memorial Children’s Medical Center,” Heather said.

...the couple started the Tyler Foundation to assist families of children who are patients at UMass Memorial Children’s Medical Center or Children’s Hospital Boston, where Tyler had been treated.
Heather Plotkin presents a check from the Tyler Foundation to, from left: Paul C. Marshall, MD, Seema Adhami, MD, MRCP, Marianne E. Felice, MD, and Paula Abate, NP.
Margaret “Peggy” Bastien understands what it’s like to undergo treatment for breast cancer. She also understands just how much a compassionate gesture, no matter how small, can make that treatment experience more tolerable. That’s why it was important for this former patient of the UMass Memorial Cancer Center of Excellence to give back to the institution that treated her in her time of need.

In fall 2010, Peggy started volunteering at the Cancer Center. She and a host of other volunteers bring snacks, beverages or a warm blanket to patients receiving chemotherapy—small comforts that make a substantial impact. Patients also have access to a nutritious bagged lunch for a nominal fee. However, for patients with financial difficulties, that cost can be beyond their means. So that those patients could have access to that lunch at no cost, Peggy and her family made a generous monetary donation to the Cancer Center.

“These patients, their families and friends are going through one of the worst times of their lives,” said Peggy. “Something simple like a free lunch can mean so much.”

Peggy’s compassion for others extends beyond her support of the Cancer Center. For the past decade she has asked family and friends who attend her annual Christmas party to bring toys to be donated to the UMass Memorial Children’s Medical Center—a holiday tradition that has benefited many young patients.

“People always brought hostess gifts. They were always appreciated, but really… How many candles and bottles of wine can you use?” she said. After connecting with Rob Wing, director of the Child Life Program at UMass Memorial Children’s Medical Center, Peggy would compile a list of needed toys, which she included with her party invitations.

Although she has given so much to so many, Peggy feels that she has received much more in return. “The staff members, volunteers and the patients are some of the best people I have ever met. Their caring and their courage are remarkable,” she said. “What they give to me is so much more than what I do for them.”
Being able to afford a quality medical education can be daunting, particularly for students who are economically disadvantaged. Without scholarship assistance, the dream of becoming a physician would be impossible for many. Because of a major gift from UMass Medical School (UMMS) graduate Nicholas Tsanotelis, MD, and his wife Regina, UMMS students with financial challenges will be better able to pursue their careers in medicine.

Through the Nicholas M. Tsanotelis, MD ’82 and Regina M. Tsanotelis Scholarship Fund, the Tsanotelises are helping to provide students with a world-class medical education that is financially within their reach. Since graduating from the Medical School, Dr. Tsanotelis has regularly given back, “starting with small donations,” he said. Explaining his motivation for giving, he noted that even though the difference in price between UMMS and private schools is “astronomical,” the cost is still a struggle for some students.

Although it was established by the legislature as the commonwealth’s first and only public medical school, UMMS receives less than 4 percent of its operating budget from the state. As a result, the generous support of alumni and friends plays a significant role in enabling the Medical School to fulfill its mission. In fact, during the past 27 years, the University of Massachusetts Medical School Alumni Association has awarded more than $659,000 in scholarships and loans to deserving Medical School students.

Tsanotelis is quite familiar with the economic challenges of paying for college and medical school. The son of a hard-working, immigrant father who was unable to attend college, Tsanotelis offset some of the expense of his undergraduate education at Boston College by living with his parents and commuting.

“For me to go to college and medical school was a very big deal,” said Tsanotelis, who now practices internal medicine in Whitman, Mass. “I was so grateful for the opportunity and I was very fortunate to get into UMass Medical School.”

To view a video about the impact of scholarship aid on the lives of UMass Medical School students, visit www.NetworkUMass.com.
If you asked UMass Medicine Development Council Chair Mary C. DeFeudis whether or not philanthropy makes a real difference, she wouldn't hesitate to say yes. “Without it, research that won the Nobel Prize may never have happened,” she said. “For researchers to be innovative and to think outside the box, they really need that financial support.”

DeFeudis has long worked actively with UMass Medical School and UMass Memorial Health Care leadership to raise money for research and care programs, and has furnished her own leadership gifts that benefit cancer research and promote children’s health. In 2010, she further broadened her support with a gift that benefited the UMass Memorial Cancer Center of Excellence and established the Mary C. DeFeudis Chair in Cancer Care and Research at UMass Medical School. In doing so, DeFeudis is extending her consistent support of biomedical research and patient care beyond community borders by focusing on a devastating illness whose effects reach far and wide.

“I feel fortunate to be able to offer my support,” said DeFeudis. “I feel a cure for cancer is within our reach, but it is dependent upon funds for research.” Michael L. Blute, MD, an internationally recognized figure in the treatment of urological cancer who joined UMass Memorial in 2009 as the director of the Cancer Center of Excellence, noted that DeFeudis’ philanthropy “will support our continuing efforts to advance clinical science and realize improved patient outcomes, and bring cancer care to the next level.” Dr. Blute was invested as the first Mary C. DeFeudis Chair in Cancer Care and Research at UMass Medical School’s Investiture ceremony on September 15, 2010.

For DeFeudis, philanthropy is very personal. “If it touches me, I go forward and do not look back,” she said. “I have tons of energy. I like being able to get out there and help people and make a difference in the world.”

Philanthropy is just one component of the extensive community involvement this Worcester-area native finds so personally rewarding. DeFeudis also directs considerable time and energy—as well as money—to all corners of the city, from the theater and sports arena to schools and hospitals.

Gifts such as DeFeudis’ that benefit the Cancer Center support its transdisciplinary approach to cancer care, which has teams of cancer specialists working in the same facility where scientists and clinical investigators conduct research. As an endowment to the Medical School, they increase the School’s ability to attract and retain individuals distinguished in their fields. Named professorships also provide an opportunity for donors to contribute to the enrichment of the academic and scientific environment.

The power to change lives and the course of research
DeFeudis has long worked actively with UMass Medical School and UMass Memorial Health Care leadership to raise money for research and care programs, and has furnished her own leadership gifts that benefit cancer research and promote children’s health.
From the moment of birth, parents look forward to bringing the newest member of their family home. However, if that child is born prematurely or experienced complications during or after delivery, admittance to a neonatal intensive care unit may be needed. Featuring specialized equipment and a team of experts who customize care around each baby’s specific needs, these homes away from home provide an optimal environment in which these tiny patients can thrive.

In 2010, a substantial redesign of the UMass Memorial Newborn Intensive Care Unit (NICU) was completed. This capital improvement project kicked off in 2009 with a $1 million gift from an anonymous donor and was supported by funds raised through the annual Tee Up for Tots golf tournament, which is dedicated to raising money for the UMass Memorial NICU.

Changes to the space, which were made within the existing footprint of the unit, include the addition of six beds, bringing the total to 49, and two private rooms. The private rooms include a bed for family members so that they can remain with their baby day and night.

In keeping with the NICU’s philosophy of family-centered care, where family members are an integral part of their child’s care team, the overall unit now features soft lighting and muted colors. Noises are also minimized in an effort to create an environment that is as calm as possible. These improvements reduce external stimuli that can be stressors for newborns and provide the privacy that is sometimes necessary for families and physicians to manage the most difficult conditions.

“Current thinking on NICU design is moving toward the creation of all private rooms to increase individualized environmental control in terms of noise and light sensitivity,” said Francis Bednarek, MD, chief of neonatology at UMass Memorial Children’s Medical Center, director of the Neonatal Fellowship Program and professor of pediatrics at UMass Medical School. “The private space also promotes parent and child bonding, which is critical.”

The alterations to the unit also enable physicians to perform more surgical procedures within the NICU itself, minimizing movement of the child from one environment to another. This approach to newborn care has earned the UMass Memorial NICU benchmark status by the international Vermont Oxford Group, making it a model for other hospital NICUs throughout the world. It is the region’s only Level III NICU for high-risk obstetrical and neonatal care—the highest rating given. The UMass Memorial NICU is also a training site for residents, neonatal fellows, nurse practitioners and medical students.
For 30 years, Anne Marie and Michael Curtis have been enthusiastic and consistent supporters of UMass Memorial Children’s Medical Center. P.L. Rider, their medical supply distribution company, has sponsored the Tee Up for Tots golf tournament since its inception in 1992 as well as the Children’s Medical Center Starlight Celebration. “We were motivated by the need to care for the most vulnerable in our community: babies and children,” said Michael. Support from P.L. Rider and others have enabled the UMass Memorial NICU to support new programs, purchase equipment and augment its space. The Curtises’ commitment to philanthropy is a family affair, extending to their children and grandchildren, shown here touring the redesigned UMass Memorial NICU.
The power of generosity was unmistakable on the evening of Dec. 10, 2010, when members of the Central Massachusetts community gathered for the second annual University of Massachusetts Medical School and UMass Memorial Medical Center Winter Ball, the area’s largest volunteer-driven fundraiser. The gala, held at Mechanics Hall in Worcester, brought together more than 340 guests to celebrate and raise funds to support the shared mission of UMass Medical School and UMass Memorial Medical Center: to advance the health and well-being of the people in the commonwealth and the world.

It was a night of giving that far exceeded previous fundraising events. Money raised was matched for a second year by the Wayne and Gladys Valley Foundation of California to support staffing and programs in the Ambulatory Care Center, which opened in the fall of 2010. Part of the excitement during the auction was fueled by the generosity shown for the Fund-A-Need project—a dedicated breast computed tomography (CT) system, which is a state-of-the-art research tool that allows researchers to conduct advanced clinical trials onsite with the hope of improving the diagnosis of breast cancer.

“We are so grateful for the community’s recognition and support of all that UMass Medical School and UMass Memorial do, locally and globally,” said David Brunelle who, with his wife Jodi, partnered with Michael and Dorothy Tsotsis as co-chairs of the event. Both couples also co-chaired the third annual Winter Ball on Friday, December 9, 2011.

A celebration that effects meaningful change
The power of collaboration

A seven-story, 258,000-square-foot patient care and research facility shared by UMass Medical School and UMass Memorial Health Care, the Ambulatory Care Center (ACC) unites patient care and medical research teams in an effort to accelerate the translation of research discoveries into new and more effective treatments. In 2009, the Wayne and Gladys Valley Foundation of California awarded a $12.5 million challenge grant to the academic health sciences center to support capital and programmatic initiatives within the ACC. The funds raised at both 2010 and 2009 Winter Ball galas were matched by this grant.

“The support of the Wayne and Gladys Valley Foundation has been invaluable in helping UMass Medicine establish its clinical and translational science programs,” said Lou Messina, MD, chief of vascular surgery in the UMass Memorial Health Care Cardiovascular Center of Excellence, who was instrumental in helping develop the relationship with the Valley Foundation. “They recognized the substantial potential in UMass’ concept of co-locating clinical research and clinical care and structured their support to create opportunities to expand greatly our own philanthropic program as well. That we were able to meet their grant requirements a year ahead of schedule because of the shared donor enthusiasm for this important clinical and translational science program truly exemplifies the power of philanthropy.”

The Wayne and Gladys Valley Foundation was formed in 1977 by F. Wayne Valley and his wife Gladys to provide financial assistance for various charitable organizations of particular interest to them. The Foundation has made grants only to organizations and projects that strive for excellence and carry out their programs in a well-managed and cost-efficient manner, with clearly defined and achievable goals.

A collaborative effort between the Medical School and UMass Memorial, the ACC was designed to allow physicians, nurses, researchers and other members of the care team to work collaboratively under one roof, combining their varied and broad expertise for the benefit of patients who require seamlessly coordinated care among specialists. All four UMass Memorial Health Care Centers of Excellence—Musculoskeletal, Diabetes, Cancer, and Heart and Vascular—reside in the ACC.
As many women can attest, mammograms can be tremendously painful. However, breast cancer continues to be a devastating disease so early detection is vital. When Barbara “Babs” Donahue learned that UMass Medical School sought to purchase an experimental dedicated breast computed tomography (CT) machine to undertake clinical trials, she jumped at the chance to help.

“If this machine can help reduce the frequency of mammograms and provide more detailed, accurate readings of the breast, I want to help make that happen,” said Babs who, with her late husband, decided that her charitable giving “must be very specific and targeted, and it must save or change lives for the better.”

UMass Medical School is one of only five institutions in the country investigating new techniques for producing three-dimensional images of breast cancer tissue using dedicated breast CT. In addition to eliminating the uncomfortable compression from mammography, this new technology has the potential to increase the rate of detection of breast cancer, decrease false positive results and improve treatment strategies.

Stephen J. Glick, PhD, professor of radiology, and his colleague Andrew Karellas, PhD, professor of radiology, have received more than $3 million in National Institutes of Health funding to investigate the feasibility of a dedicated breast CT system, which takes low-dose images from multiple points of view through breast tissue. These images are combined to produce a 3D illustration of the breast that provides radiologists a better diagnostic tool for identifying potentially cancerous lesions. “These images provide us with exquisite detail of the tissue anatomy that we would otherwise not have,” said Dr. Glick. “It could help us identify masses and microcalcifications at an earlier stage when they are most treatable.”

Nearly $165,000 was raised through both the Fund-A-Need segment of the live auction at the Winter Ball gala in December 2010 and from Pink—Lighting the Way to a Cure, the annual breast cancer event held in October that year, which included a generous contribution from the William J. McKee Foundation.

When Babs learned that nearly half of the $500,000 required to purchase the equipment and set up a room in the Ambulatory Care Center had been raised, she decided to help close the gap with a substantial gift. “I want this machine ordered as soon as possible so the researchers can begin the clinical trials.”
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We gratefully acknowledge our donors without whom our success would not be possible. Our impact is enriched by their partnership and generosity.
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INDIVIDUALS

$100,000 and Above
Dr. Eileen Berman and Stanley Berman
Shelley and Jack Blais
Mary C. DeFeudis
Barbara M. Donahue
Rosalie and David Grenon
Elise and Frank Katz
Myles and Jean McDonough
Estate of Carolyn Ryan

$50,000 - $99,999
Anonymous
Jeanne Y. Curtis*
H. Irving Grousbeck
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Bernhard
Carol and Norton Foxman
Theresa and Leo* LaChance
Suryakant M. Patel, MD
Theresa and Leo* LaChance

$10,000 - $49,999
Anonymous (4)
Robert D. Anderson
Ann Marie and John Argitis
Mrs. Herman F. Becker
Mary P. Benedict*
Brian T. Bennett, PhD ’06
Herman G. Berkman
Dr. Charles and Janet Birbara
Jodi and David Brunelle
Melanie and Michael Cataldo
Jynan and Haiping Chang P’09
Maryellen and Michael Collins, MD
The Crowley Family
Mel and Sandy Cutler
The Dignan Family
Chris and Jean Egan
June and Bob Ellis
Susan and Walter Ettenger, MD
Mark and Jan Fuller
Maria Furman
Judith Giarla
Josephine and Charles Hoff
Estate of Mary E. Hurd
Myla Kabat-Zinn Jtwros and Jon Kabat-Zinn, PhD
Judy and Tony King
Elizabeth and David Klein
Helen P. Koskinas
Demetrius and Anna-Marie Litwin and Family
Stephen and Valerie Loring
Dorothy and Howard Lurier
Brenda, Lea, Marc and Marcello Mallegni
Jane Stark Maney
Eileen and Shaun Martin
Janice L. Marturano
Dudde Massad
Erica and James Mawn
Dennis J. McGillicuddy
Jane and William Mosakowski
John G. O’Brien
Colum O’Donnell
Heather and Erik Plockin
Gloria and Roger Plourde
Julie and Philip Polkingham
Debra and Arthur Remillard III
Janet and Edward Ricci
Christina Parker and Stewart Rubenstein
Joan and Lester Sadowsky
Angelo and Melody Salvadore and Family
Dr. Shirley S. and Mr. Robert M. Siff
Lindsay and Stephen Tosi, MD
Regina and Nicholas M.
Tsnotelis, MD ’82
Dorothy and Michael Tsotis
Anne and Raimund Vanderweil Jr. P’12
Robert E. Verville
Linda and Edward Vitone Jr.
John Walsh Jr., MD
Maureen and Dr. Joseph Yamin P’03’09

$5,000 - $9,999
Anonymous (3)
Jack and Susan Bassick
Allen and Sarah Berry
Estate of Germaine C. Bousquet
John Brodeur
Jerry R. Brooks, PhD
Tara and Matthew Brown
John J. and Elaine C. Cahill
Marty Cawley
Christos and Mary T. Cocaine
James and Nancy Coghlin and Family
Philip D. Zamore and Catherine M. Colinaux
Anne Marie and Michael Curtis
Therese and W. David Day
Anne Dubanton
Cynthia and Joseph Favulli
Kye and Terence Flotte, MD
Joan and Riff Freedman
Marianne Felice, MD, and John M. Giles
Geoffrey Graeber
Llura and Gordon Gund
Deborah Harmon Hines, PhD
Pamela and E. Neville Isdell
Urban J. Janssen
Kate and William Kelleher IV
Yun Kim Noh and Young Kim, MD
Nancy and Harris MacNeill
William J. Mcllvane, PhD
Linda and David Murphy
Marybeth and Michael Noonan
Debra S. Oler
Katharine Overlock
Drs. Julia Andrieni and Robert Phillips
Michele P. Pugnaire, MD R’84
Joan Putterman
Maureen and Stephen Quill Sr.
Candace and Richard Race
Carol and Michael Sleeper
Dr. John and Lynn Sullivan
Mary M. Tse, MD ’77
Jeffrey C. Walker
Gayle Weiss, Esq., and Charles Weiss, PhD
Mark and Barbara Wetzel
Susan B. and David K. Woodbury

$1,000 - $4,999
Anonymous (4)
Mark Adler
Caroline and Carlton Akins, MD
Katherine Ruiz de Luzuriaga, MD
R’90, and Lloyd Alderson, MD ’88
Christine H. Andersen, MD ’93, and Christian T. Andersen, MD ’82
Eugenia Anderson
Leslie and James Andreoli
Emily Angelini
Marie and Mike Angelini
Dr. Michael* and Patricia Aronson
Bernadette and Elias J. Arous, MD P’11
Mr. and Mrs. Brent D. Arthaud
Andres Asuero
Nancy Bennet, MD P’13, and Gerard Aurigemma, MD P’13
Dr. and Mrs. David C. Ayers
Sharon Bachman, MD ’98, FACS
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph J. Bafaro
Sylvia and Nelson Ball
Abraham K. Ballah, MS, RN ‘08
Martha Leggat and Stephen J. Barr, MD ’91
Thomas and Lynora Bartholomew
Francis P. Bastien
Margaret Bastien
Carol and Richard Beauchine
Randy and Donna Becker
Maureen and Daniel Belsito
Mary and Richard Bender
Mari M. Bentley, MD ’97, and Chris Bentley
Nancy and Kenneth Bergeron
Judy and Jim Bergin
Catherine and Dennis Berkey, PhD
Seth and Tina Bilazarian P’86
Debra and Michael Blute, MD
Anne M. Bourgeois, EdD, MS ’94
Mary and Paul Bradshaw
Jennifer and Thomas Brady
Christopher and Charlotte Bramley
Debra L. Brand, MD ’75
Christine and John Brewer
Karl L. Briel
James B. Broadhurst, MD R’85
Jennifer Ryan-Brown and Douglas Brown, Esq.
Elaine Beilin and Dr. Robert Brown Jr.
Dawn and John Budd
Laurie and Brian Budnick
Nancy Buffone
Ellen and Peter Burnham
Debra and Scott Butler
Miles Cahill
Rose and William Callaghan
Susan and Daniel Campia
Richard and Joan Casparo
Rick Carberry
Andrew Card Jr.
Jennifer Carey, EdD, and Robert Carey, PhD
June and Brian Carroll
Wendy Carty
Suzanne B. Cashman, ScD
Jennifer H. Caskey, MD ’75
Diana and Edward Cassidy
Ann and Robert Catalano

*deceased
INDIVIDUALS
$1,000 - $4,999 (continued)

Gloria and Normand Marois
Jamie and Matthew Marrone
Dr. Maurice and Rita Martel
Donna Ambrosino, MD P’09, and
Howard Marten, MD P’09
Diane and Ronald Massey
Dr. and Mrs. David M. Matson
Mary-Lee Mattei, MS, RN ’96
Drs. Paula-Anne Pricken and
C. Robert Matthews
Heather and Justin Maykel, MD
Kerry K. McCabe, MD ’96, and
Frank J. McCabe, MD ’95 R’96
Barbara and Michael McCahill P’11
Cathy and Christian McCarthy
Thomas P. McCullough
Sandra and Robert McGovern
James P. McNamara, PhD
Donna and Brian McNeill
Janice and Robert Mecca
Faye Levine and Alvin Meisel
Melinda and Nick Melekov
Edit Mello and Dr. Craig C. Mello
Patricia A. Merola
Christine and
Andrew J. Miller, MD ’79
Kathleen Mitchem
Gita Singh Mithal P’13 and
Arvind Mithal, PhD P’13
Alex Moghadam
Jane and Andres Molina
Dora L. Monahan
Jock Herron and Julia Moore
Alice Jane Streitwieser Morgan
Patricia and Richard Moriarty, MD
Dr. Trudy Morrison and
Donald Morrison
Patricia and James Moynihan
Marie Mullen, MD
Nicole Murawski
Claire and John Murphy
Joyce A. Murphy
Steve Murphy
Cory Muscara
Jane and Dennis Neslusan
Jane Newburger, MD, MPH P’08,
and Peter Newburger, MD P’08
Donald V. Stowe and
Elizabeth Nizick
Nan Norton
Ira and Judy Ockene
Brendan and Claire O’Connor
John O’Connor
Patrick O’Day
Drs. Kreszentia M. Strobel and
O. Nsidinanya Okike
Elaine and Sherman Olson
Elizabeth O’Rourke
Michael Ortolano
Betsy and Charlie Pagnam
Martha R. Pappas, EdD, and
Arthur M. Pappas, MD
Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Parry III
Carrie and Neal R. Patel, MD ’97
Drs. Judith and Thoru Pederson
Valerie and Matthew Pedone
Michelle and Michael Pekkarinen
Mary and Mark Peloquin
Marlene and David Persky
Loretta J. and R. Norman Peters
William and Sally Pettit
Anna Ling Pierce
Adam Piseli
Cynthia and Stephen Pitcher
Linda Cardillo Platzer and
Stephan J. W. Platzer
Marilyn E. Plue
John and Kathleen Polonowicz
Kristen Pomer
Catherine Porter
Stacy Potts, MD R’01
Christi and Christopher Powers
Janet M. Price, MD ’87 R’90
Carolyn and Robert* Pruyen
Jacqueline Puliafico
Deborah Manegold, MD P’13,
and Dwight Quayle P’13
Mrs. Winifred K. Quick
Daniel J. Quinn, MD
John R. Rafuse
Marguerite M. Rafuse P’83
George C. Rand Jr.
Amy Randell
Christopher Recklitis, PhD
Leslie Sullivan P’13 and
John Rees P’13
Elizabeth J. Renaud, MD
Robin Yurkevich, MD, and
Marc Restuccia, MD
Diane Casey, PhD ’03, and
Daniel Riccio
Joyce L. Robsham
Sarah Nelson and
Wayne Rocheleau
Carol and Kenneth Rock
Mary and Paul Rogers
Denise and Richard J. Rogers,
MD ’83
Mary and Scott Romero
Rosalie and Sidney* Rose
Melody and David Rose
Bernard J. Roth, MD ’85
Carol and Jonathan S. Rothman,
MD ’74
David H. Rothstein, MD ’98
Paulette Seymour-Route and
Chris Route
Joanna and Lauren Rowe
Lisa Rubinstein, MD, and
Joel Rubinstein
Warren J. Ferguson, MD, and
Donna E. Rudek
Denise* and Edward Ruggeri
Faye and Charlie Ruopp P’11
Kenneth Sadowsky
James Sagaly P’06
Linda Sagor, MD P’12, and
Mark Sagor, MD P’12
Anna and Ola Schenstrom
Kat and Kurt Schlemmann
Kim and Eric Schultz
Robert Schultz
Anne T. Fox, MD ’97, and
Samuel Schumacher Jr.
Jennifer L. Schwab, MD ’98
Ms. Patricia A. Segerson
Marianne and William R. Sellers,
MD ’86
Mark L. Shelton
Yvonne A. Shelton, MD
Margaret Lansing and
Matthew Shields
Robert and Susan Sigel
Vivian and Morton H.* Sigel
Marshall Silverman
Dr. Richard and Susan Simitis
Judith and Wally Sleeth
Drs. Roger Davis and
Hayla Sluss ’88
Naomi and Jerome Snider
Gail and John Snyder
Anna and Jack Sommers
Lynda M. Young, MD, and
Robert Sorrenti, MD
Kristina and John Spillane, Esq.
Michael J. Spillane, Esq.
Gail F. Stanton, MD ’78
Gary and Janet Stein
Catherine and Allen Stevens
Ronda Stevens
Christy and Blaine Stine
Beverly and Fred Stone
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Stowe
Michele and Dennis Streeter
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Sullivan
Andrea Peraner-Sweet and
Mitchell L. Sweet, MD ’77
Cheryl and Dana Swenson
Mary P. McGowan, MD ’86 R’90,
and Thomas J. Synan, MD ’86 R’90
Vanessa Mitchell and
Jonathan Tarlin
Orit Tashman
Daniel G. Tear, PhD, and
Madeleine K. Tear
Cynthia and Philip J. Therrien, MD
’84
Virginia and Hans Thoma
Van and Rose” Thomas
Martha and Tony Tilton
Woodbury C. Titcomb
Jeanne and David Travis, MD
Jennifer F. Tseng, MD, MPH
Nancy and John M. Tumolo, MD
R’85 P’11
Maureen and Jim Umphrey
William Underwood
JoAnn Upham
Suzan and Wayne Ushman
Herb and Jean Varnum
Margaret Vernaglia P’78
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Vincent
Kenneth S. Vlass Jr.
Karyn and Mark Wagner
Malchus and Amanda Watlington
Dave and Jan Weaver
Ludovica and Dr. Stuart Weisberger
Jacqueline Wellman, MD R’84,
and Scott Wellman, MD
Kevin Wells
Kathleen J. Beach, MD ’88, MPH,
and Phillip Westmoreland
Courtney and Todd Wetzel
Elizabeth and
H. Brownell Wheeler, MD
Joan Whiting
Donna L. Whitten
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Whitten
Helen and George Wilding, MD
Shirley and Peter Williams
Rita and George Witman
Ledlie L. Woolsey

*deceased
$500 - $999

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robin H. Adair, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne and Craig Adams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Adams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary Ainsworth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony J. Alario, MD '79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth and Kenneth S. Allen, MD '82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer R. Amesbury, MD '83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madelyn Anusbigian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John J. Argitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arlene S. Ash, PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onesky Aupton, MD, PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magda Badran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvia E. Berthiaume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Berman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Bateman, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Bates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colleen and Robert Beauregard Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon and Francis Bednarek, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca and Gregory B. Begin, MD '78 F'82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa B. Beittel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Benedetto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony Bennett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon Cantor, PhD, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Berman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvia E. Berthiaume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna Besecker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheela and Balaji Bhyravbhatla, PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michele D. Bilodeau, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynn A. Baden, MD '86,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Scott Birnbaum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theodore D. Blanks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sue-Anne and Warren Bock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary and William Booth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff Bourdon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua A. Boyce, MD '85 R'89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon A. Boyd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca P. Brackett, MD '86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard A. Bream, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeanne Brewer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah and Michael Briseboi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Fisher and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Broadwin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claudia and David Broschart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Brunelle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly and Anthony Brunetti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Burbank, MD '97, and Keulton M. Burbank, MD '91 R'00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon A. Burdulis, MD '95, and Michael A. Burdulis, MD '98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debora Bussey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitney Button</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William J. Callahan, MD '83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucy Y. Chie, MD '00, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin J. Campbell, MD '00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaimie Kane, MD '03 R'06, and Jay Candelmo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony C. Carbone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary and Francis Carroll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolyn Carroll, MD, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James W. Carroll, MD '89 R'90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremi M. Carswell, MD '00 R'06, and Brett M. Carswell, MD '00 R'02 R'06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deanna L. Carty, MD '96 R'99, and James Carty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Sule Cataltepe and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Oguz Cataltepe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judith Harding and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard E. Chaisson, MD '82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li Chan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis Charette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvia and Youssef S. Chehade, MD '77 P'04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Padma Chunduru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia and Paul Cipro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne M. Claise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David M. Clive, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Cohn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darragh F. Coleman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Christopher Collins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret and James Collins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda and Christopher Cooley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda J. Cragin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Creie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca B. Crocker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judith and Roderick H. Crocker Jr., MD '82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Crowley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paula M. Cullinan, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia and Joseph Cusimano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Daniel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia and Roger Dauphinais</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbert S. Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth and George DeFalco Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William R. Demianuk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine E. Jones, MD '93 R'96, and Eric W. Dickson, MD '95 R'98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khoa D. Do, MD '97 R'00 F'03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loretta and David G. Dodwell, MD '84 R'85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul F. Doherty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John K. Donelan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ed Dumphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve and Irene Dune</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noreen and Robert Erickson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeleine R. Fay, MD '78 F'83 P'94'95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debby and Richard Finn P'13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Fiore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joyce and Bruce* Firth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherry and Douglas Fiske</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrin Fitzgerald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen V. Fitzgerald, MD '87 R'90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan M. Fitzpatrick, MS, RN '97, and Timothy Fitzpatrick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin L. Fletcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean M. Flynn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynn and Robert Frabotta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawn J. Freeman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fred Friedman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noel and David Gale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janice and Robert Gallo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maggi Mavroudou-Gardner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Christopher Gardner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candy and Edward Gauthier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mimi Thein, MD, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marc A. Gautreau, MD '96 R'99 F'01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lena E. Dohlman-Gerhart, MD '77, MPH, and Tobin Gerhart, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. James M. Gibson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicola and Michael Gilboy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April Girardin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol and Edward Glick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane and Peter Goedcke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura and Jeffrey S. Gold, MD '02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Goldwater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate and Larry Gomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Naomi Botkin and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Joshua Gordon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Gordon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debra Graham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen M. Gravellese, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan and Barbara Greenberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dale L. Greiner, PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joan and Robert Guay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Guite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan and David Hahn P'09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janet F. Hale, PhD, RN, FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marian and J. Barry Hanshaw, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy and David Harlan, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica H. Harrington, MD '94, and Brian Harrington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence J. Hayward, MD, PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorrie and John Healey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James J. Heath III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristine Yamaguchi and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bret Hedican</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolyn J. Heineman, PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lea and John Hench</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Herron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Hess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean and Keith R. Hilliker, MD '77 P'12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa and Adam Hodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenda Hook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Horn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard P. Houlihan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol A. Imposimato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophie* and Arthur Innamorati Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frances and M Howard Jacobson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Jenese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Jennings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle and David F. Kallmes, MD '89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth H. Kaplan, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer and Adam R. Kellogg, MD '04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Kelly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suzy and James Kennedy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Kenneway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Keohane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason K. Kim, PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy and Edward Knopf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varda Konstam, PhD P'14, and Marvin Konstam, MD P'14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INDIVIDUALS
$500 - $999 (continued)

Hardy Kornfeld, MD
Jean Kristeller, PhD
Janet and Barry Krock
Martha Kuklinski
Cheryl M. Lapiore
Mildred and Richard Larson
Stephen Lasecki
Jeff Lazar
Carolyn and James Leary
Kim and Marion Leonard
Stuart M. Levitz, MD
Laura B. Lewandowski, MD
Elaine and Samuel Lieberman
Elizabeth Lin
Pamela A. Lipsett, MD ’84, SACS
Mary and Richard Logan
Elizabeth Lin
Pamela A. Lipsett, MD ’84, SACS
Mary and Richard Logan
Carla and John Loukota
M. Paula Lutz, MD ’85
Helen S. Ma
Barbara Maas
Jeanne and Nathan R. MacDonald, MD ’96 R’99
Michael J. Malone, MD ’80 R’85
Judith Domenic Mancini
Kathryn and Daniel Marous
Kathleen and Paul Marshall, MD
Enrico Martignoni
Madeleine Martin, MD
Linda and Ben Masterman
Kim Matthews
Christine McKiernan, MD ’92, and Kevin McAllister
William H. McClurg
James W. McDonald
Elizabeth and Richard McDonald Sr.
Cindy Messier
Marie and Philip Messina P’14
Katherine and John Metzger
Morris M. Milman, MD R’85
Cynthia and Glenn Mitchell
Russell K. Mitchell, MD ’94
Kathleen and Michael Mondor
Ralph Montalvo
Philip E. Moreau
Geraldine Morin
Maxine and Leonard Morse
Errol Mortimer, MD
Patricia M. Bailey, MD ’80, and Richard Murray
V. Lin and Stuart Murray
Janet and Michael G. Muto, MD ’83
Lynn and Jack Myers
Sheila and Robert Newton
Donald T. Nickelson
Judith A. Nielsen, MS, RN ’95, and Carl Nielsen
Lisa Norton, MD ’90
Christian Noyes
Margaret Noyes
Anne and James W. O’Connor III, MD ’81
Nan and Andrew O’Donnell
Christina L. Wei, MD ’85, and Daniel J. O’Leary, MD ’85
Anita Olsson
Rose and John Olver
Edward V. O’Reilly
Kerri E. Osterhaus-Houle, MD ’99 R’03, and Christopher Houle
Linda and Kevin O’Sullivan
Peter Paanakker
Ann Marie and Frank Palermo
Amy Judd and William L. Paly, MD ’86
Dale A. Parenteau
Elizabeth and Joseph Parker Gagne
Sharon Britton and John I. Patrick, MD ’79
Sally and James Patterson
Elizabeth and Nettleton Payne II, MD
Vincent A. Pedone
Sarah and Scott Pelletier
Serena Perkins
Yvonne and Michael Perlmutter P’11
Pamela and Michel Perron
Mary Linton and Stephen Peters
Andrea A. Pettinato, MD ’98, and Paul J. Pettinato, MD ’98
Jennifer and Alan P. Piccarillo, MD ’98 R’01 F ’04
Virginia and Robert Picking
Nancy and Raymond S. Pierson, MD ’84
April and Kenneth Plouffe
Joseph A. Popplardo Jr.
Lori and Tony Porter P’11
Bonnie Reid Prescott
Colby A. Previte, MD ’04, and Gregory J. Previte, MD ’04
Pat, Dan, Andrea and Kyle Prue
Robert M. Quinlan, MD
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Randolph
Patricia Raymo
John Reed
Maria and Eric Richmond
Bethany and Mark A. Ringiewicz, MD ’81
Kimberly and David Rizk
Reid and Sue Roberts
Caron and Ronald Robertson Jr.
Nancy King and Richard Rockefeller
Shelley and Todd Rodman
Scott L. Rosenzweig, MD ’93
Fay and Paul Rossley
Deena and David Rotches
Sandra and Michael Rothschild
Robert S. Ruda
Leslee and Mark Ruggeri
Dr. Anthony Saito
Dr. John G. Santos P’07
Mary E. Scannell, MD ’84 R’88
Lisa and John Scenti
Megan and Eric Schermerhorn
Constance Nichols, MD, and Eric Schmidt, MD
Amy B. Schoenbaum, MD ’95
Christina and Gregory R. Seiler, MD ’94 R’97
Cynthia G. King, MD ’02, and Lon J. Setnik, MD ’02
Deborah Sharpe Callahan
Hieng T. Shea
Heidi and Mark Shea P’10
Kim Sieurin
Katherine Simpson
Dana Smith
Barbara and Dennis Smith
Donald Smith
Becky and Nicholas Smith
Erica and Ian Snyder
Nancy and John Spanbauer
Mary L. Spittle
Carolyn and Howard Spring
Robert Stanton
Gregory K. Steinberg, MD ’97 R’00
Mrs. John D. Stubbs
John R. Suisman
Michael Suisman
Mary E. Sullivan, DNP ’10
Susan and T. Dennis Sullivan II
Cheryl Sutton-Santagate and Brian P. Sutton, MD ’91, FACEP
Jan Swanson
Tricia and Brian J. Szwarc, MD ’92
Catherine and John T. Szymanski, MD ’80
George A. Taylor, MD P’07
Ann Marie Testarmata, MD ’81
Anne N. Thorndike, MD, MPH
Sandra Tilden
Ms. Brenda B. Torres
Richard L. Travers
John Trobaugh
Margaret L. Trotto
Diana Tsotsis
Alexis Tumolo
M. Patricia and Steven Upton
Alison M. Sollee, MD ’85, and Gary Usher
Richard C. Van Nostrand
Cici Van Tine
John P. Verderese, MD ’05
Gayle and Stephen Vigante
Marine and Anthony Vincenquere Jr.
Robin and Anthony Vincenquere III
Carolyn and Mike Walker
Dr. Christine Wallace
Ellen C. Wallace, MD
Richard J. Wallace
Mary Lee, MD, and James Wang
Kathleen J. Welch, MD ’80
Robert A. Wetherbee, MD ’93
Lynn and Giles Whalen
Bruce Wilks, MD ’80 R’83
Judith and Jack Wilson, PhD
Jennifer L. Parent, MD ’00, and Eric Winer
Pat Wood
Nora Di Bona and Robert Wright
Julia K. Yoshida, MD ’81
Terry and Dr. Robert Young

$250 - $499
Heather Robinson and Ronald N. Adler, MD ’89 R’92
Neal Silverman and Julie Agapite
Laurie and James Allen
Richard Allen
Caroline J. Alper, MD ’93 R’96, and Eric J. Alper, MD ’93 R’96
Nancy and Rudy Alpero Jr. P’14
Erika and Mark Alves
Nancy Amorelo
William Anjos
JoEllen and Robert Aquadro
Michele and Gordon Arthur
Cheryl and Andrew Arvanitis
Jean and Joseph Ash Jr.
Jeanmarie Atamian
Robert F. Atkins, MD ’80
Marjorie A. Zyrek-Bacon, MD ’89 R’93 F’96, and Stephanie Bacon
Karen and Douglas Baer
B. Lynne Baldino
Charlotte and Joseph Banks
Ian Barrett
Kristin Barrette

*deceased
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Community Events

THANK YOU to our community fundraisers who supported the University of Massachusetts Medical School and UMass Memorial Health Care this year.

American Legion - Partnership for Kids
Arturo’s Ristorante
Steven Banks Memorial Fund - Happy 54th Birthday Steve
Bobby’s Bullpen
The Brookfields’ Lions Club - The Apple Run/Walk for Diabetes
Bullfinch’s Rubber Duck Race, 7th Annual
College of the Holy Cross - Athletic Teams
Colorectal Cancer Alliance
Leo F. Dalbec Jr. Memorial Golf Tournament, 2nd Annual
Douglas Pre-K and Elementary School - Open Your Heart Dance
Fashions: Now and Then - Mary Atamian Final Fashion Show
Fay’s Sixth Grade Class - Halloween Candy Gram’s Fundraiser
Fraternal Order of Eagles
Green Hill Women’s Golf Association
Hillcrest Country Club Ladies League
Holy Name Central Catholic Junior/Senior High School - Ball for Cancer, 2nd Annual
Hopedale Country Club Golf Tournament
Links to the Future Golf Tournament, 8th Annual
New England Region Sports Car Club of America - Race Against Leukemia, 21st Annual
Pancreatic Cancer Alliance
Pink Revolution
Shrewsbury High School - Colonials for a Cure
Shrewsbury Sherwood Middle School - Student Council
The Tyler Foundation Fundraising Dinner
Tyrus, Dante and Daniel Vescio (TDD) Triathlon, 2nd Annual
UMass Memorial Medical Center Pediatric Operating Room Staff
UMass Memorial Hospice - Lights of Love, 15th Annual
Uxbridge High School - Dress Down Day
Kimberly J. Vuona Memorial Golf Tournament, 8th Annual
Worcester Country Club “Best Friends Forever” Golf Tournament
X Core Fitness - Biggest Loser Contest

Kim A. Basu, MD ’97 R’00
Nancy Bates
Joann and Thaddeus Bauer
Elaine Beals
Peter Beaumont
Barbara and Allen Beck
Kathy Bell
Wendy Bellerive
Lorraine K. Bello, MD ’77, and Miguel Bello
Lisa Bennie
Jean M. Siddall-Bensson, MD ’00, and Steven Bensson, MD
Mary and W. Robert Bentley II
Jacqueline S. Bergeron, MS, RN ’95
Grace Berry
Joan L. Bertonazzi
Margo Young P’09 and Samuel Bielak, MD P’09
Melanie and Seth D. Bilazarian, MD ’86
Norman Bitsoli
Wayne Bloom
Wanita Kumar, MD ’94, and Christopher M. Bohyer, MD ’98
Nancy Boisvert
Sheila F. Kennedy, MD ’88 R’91, and Harvey Bornstein
Jean E. Boucher, PhD, RNCS, MS, OCN
Kevin C. Boyd
Katrina and George Breen
Kathleen A. Breen
Barbara Brennan
Joanne and Richard Brescia
Joanna Buffington, MD ’88, MPH, and Dean Brook
Allan Browne, MD
Mark Brownell
Deborah and Thomas A. Browning, MD ’85
Barbara Bucciaglia
Jeffrey Burk
Leone Burrago
Sheila C. Butler, MD ’82 R’85 P’12, and William Butler P’12
Stephanie and Simon Butler
Elayn Byron
Peter G. Canaday, MD ’76
John Cannon
Ann Caplan
Daniel Carr
William R. Carrick
Cecilia M. Carroll
Edith R. Cassoli
Joe Cecilio
Elizabeth Ceol
Rita and David Chad, MD
Adele Chambers Reynolds, DMD P’14
Laura Chen, MD ’92 R’93
Ilona and J. Roger Cherevatti
Joy C. Child
Alan B. Chuman
Elaine Cinelli
George A. Clark
James W. Coghlin Jr.
Linda and Wayne Colby
John N. Collins
Jennifer M. Riehl, MD ’95, and Jonathan P. Commons, MD ’96
Paula H. Connolly
Maureen and James Connor P’13
Angela and Michael Conway
Kathleen and Mark Cote
John M. Coughlin
Rhonwyn and Peter Counihan
Joan and William Crosson
Maryanne Curran
Susan Curtis
Maria and Idris Dahod, MD
Nadine and Robert Dalbec
Lynn M. D’Angelo
Ethel D’Ascanio
Karen Davis
Ronald S. Davis
William B. Daya, MD ’11
Paula and Edmund De Meo Jr.
Betsy and John Deangelis
Brenda M. McHugh, MD ’85 R’88, and David B. DeGrand, MD, PhD ’90 R’93
Nancy M. DelGenio
Peter T. Demos, MD
Ronald Dennis
Dr. Anthony L. DeRoss
Jennifer and Damon DeTeso, MD ’98
Brian DiBenedetto
Angela and Scott Diehl, MD
Anthony DiFinizio
Patrice F. McIver, MD ’89 R’93, and Daniel Dilts
Mary K. Wendel, MD ’80, and Mark S. DiStefano, MD
Barbara Doliner
Bettyna and Wayne Donelson
Deborah B. Ehrenthal, MD ’86, and Douglas Doren
Diane Driscoll
Clayton Duggan
Patricia and Richard Dunbar
Anh T. Duong, MD ’92
Jason Eck
Betty Edwards
Julie Nagazina P’14 and Richard Einhorn, MD P’14
Gholamreza R. Emami
Anita L. Kostecki, MD ’92 R’95, and Michael C. Ennis, MD R’86
Patricia Falcao, MD
Julie Falk
Margaretha and Raymond Fauteux
J. Nicholas Filler
Maryjane Fitzgerald
Anthony Flanagan
Kenneth M. Flynn
Anne and Michael T. Foley, MD ’76
Kenneth M. Flynn
Anthony Flanagan
Maryjane Fitzgerald
J. Nicholas Filler
Margaretha and Raymond Fauteux
Anne and Michael T. Foley, MD ’76
Maryjane Fitzgerald
Andrea Brue and Alan Fried
Glenn W. Frohling
David Fromm
James M. Fuller, MD, PhD ’91
David Gagliardi
Jane R. Gagne, MD ’92, and Daniel J. Gagne, MD ’92
Carolyn Gagnon
Julia M. Gallagher, MD ’95 R’99
Barbara and John Ganem
Cynthia Gardner
Leslie Gardner
Shannon Gardner
Debra and John Garrett
E. Glenn Gates
Amanda and Bruce Gaultney
Adele and Ralph Gentry
Robin and Zachary E. Gerut, MD ’80
Linda and Gene Giacobbe
Eleni Giannakis
Madeline Gise, MD, and Robert Gise, MD
Diane B. Kaufman, MD ’85, and David F. Gitlin, MD ’85 R’86 R’89
Sally and Gerald Gladstone, MD
Francesca Bang and Gerald S. Gleich, MD ’84 R’87
Nancy and Mark A. Goldberg, MD ’86
Linda Golden
Nancy and Neil H. Goldstein, MD ’79
Thomas Gordon
Janine Gorman
Paula Stark-Gorrell and Michael Gorrell
Susan and Richard Gotz
Marjorie Samra and William Gould Jr.
Anne and Kevin Grace, DMD
Jeffrey Grant
Peter Gray
Myrth York and David Green
William Greenberg
Elizabeth and James Greene
Lizbeth and Sean Griffin
Kathryn Grimes
Maurissa A. Guibord, MD ’92, and Ronald S. Guibord, MD ’92
Nancy Gunzberg
Sara Gustafson
Cindy Haase
Elizabeth and David Hagan
Linda Petren and
Christopher A. Hakim, MD ’80
Dr. Charles D. Hamad
Susan Demski-Hamelin and Robert Hamelin
Joanne and Paul Harder
Noreen and Joseph Harrington
Yosikko and Yutaka Haruki
Dr. Catherine A. Hay
Lisa Healy
Jean M. Helliesen
Susan M. MacDonald, MD ’80, and David Herron, PhD
Roger Hessel
Robert Hicks Jr.
Frances M. Hinteregger, MD ’76, and George Hinteregger
Sally Hodgerney
William B. Holgerson, MD ’75
Raymond Howell
Andrew Hoyer, MD ’00
Catalina Hoyos, MD
Doris and Richard Huard
Claire and Thomas Huggaker
Charles C. Humphrey, MD ’83
Francis and Sharon Hylka
Barbara and Thomas Ingrassia
Tami Ireland
Ms. Joy K. Jacobson
Allan Jaffe, MD
Wendy Stead, MD ’97, and
John J. Jakimczyk, MD ’97 R’01
Margaret T. Lee, MD ’97 R’01, and
Dr. Hugo Jauregui
Nathaniel Jelinek, MD ’00
Jeanne Jolda
Deborah and Barton Jones
Walter Jones
Annie Joseph Kruger, MD, PhD ’11
Frank M. Joyner
Susan and Cary Jubinville
Dianne and Harvey Kahalas
Robert W. Kalajian
Carol and Arnold Kanter
Chenchu Tirupati P’14 and Purushotham Karnam, PhD P’14
Annette and Daniel Kasle
Kimberly K. Kats, MS, RN ’08, and
Kimberly Kats
Susan Keleher
Julie E. Meyers, MD, and
David M. Keller, MD
Maryanne* and James Kenary Jr.
Brenda and Steven Kerley
Denise and Curtis Kimball
Judith Kleinerman, MD ’89
Carole and Neil Kluger
Carol and Carl Kragel
Cindy Krainski
Jennifer and Ted Kremer, MD
Carole and Neil Kluger
Carol and Carl Kragel
Cindy Krainski
Jennifer and Ted Kremer, MD
Carole and Neil Kluger
Franca and Moyse Kuchin
Peter P. La Camera, MD ’97
Laurne and Ronald LaCaire Jr.
Donna LaCava
Linda LaCroix
Gail LaFortune
Regina LaHair
Judy Steinberg and David Laks
Naida and Robert Larosa
Geraldine and Norman Lauria
Marie and John Law
Gregory Leach
Patricia Legault-Frank
Charles C. Humphrey, MD ’83
Francis and Sharon Hylka
Barbara and Thomas Ingrassia
Tami Ireland
Ms. Joy K. Jacobson
Allan Jaffe, MD
Wendy Stead, MD ’97, and
John J. Jakimczyk, MD ’97 R’01
Margaret T. Lee, MD ’97 R’01, and
Dr. Hugo Jauregui
Nathaniel Jelinek, MD ’00
Jeanne Jolda
Deborah and Barton Jones
Walter Jones
Annie Joseph Kruger, MD, PhD ’11
Frank M. Joyner
Susan and Cary Jubinville
Dianne and Harvey Kahalas
Robert W. Kalajian
Carol and Arnold Kanter
Chenchu Tirupati P’14 and Purushotham Karnam, PhD P’14
Annette and Daniel Kasle
Kimberly K. Kats, MS, RN ’08, and
Kimberly Kats
Susan Keleher
Julie E. Meyers, MD, and
David M. Keller, MD
Maryanne* and James Kenary Jr.
Brenda and Steven Kerley
Denise and Curtis Kimball
Judith Kleinerman, MD ’89
Carole and Neil Kluger
Carol and Carl Kragel
Cindy Krainski
Jennifer and Ted Kremer, MD
Carole and Neil Kluger
Franca and Moyse Kuchin
Peter P. La Camera, MD ’97
Laurne and Ronald LaCaire Jr.
Donna LaCava
Linda LaCroix
Gail LaFortune
Regina LaHair
Judy Steinberg and David Laks
Naida and Robert Larosa
Geraldine and Norman Lauria
Marie and John Law
Gregory Leach
Patricia Legault-Frank
Donald V. Lemay, DDS, FAGD
Meaghan and Andrew Leone
Catherine H. Levine
Bonnie and Joseph Levins
Laurie and Michael Levy
Susan and Joel Lichtenstein
David C. Linehan, MD ’90
Patricia Little, NP P’14, and
Douglass Little, PhD P’14
Candy and Jack Liu
Kim and David Long
Pamela Lovell
Kathleen and David R. Lovett, MD ’84
Crystal and Vincent Lucchesi
Martin Lumpkin
James Lynch
Timothy L. MacDonald
Sandra and Andrew MacKenzie
Peg Malumphy
Harvey J. Mamon, MD ’93
Sharon and Andrew Mandell, JD P’13
Jeanne Mandeville
Katalin Margittai, MD, FRCPC
Toni Marrero
Claudette and Alan Marvelli P’96
M. Catherine Mathison
Irene and Charles Matoian
Janice Matthews
Kurt Maw
Charlene and Sean McCann
Brian McCarthy
Paula and Robert McCarthy
Marilyn and Timothy McCarthy
David E. McCurdy, PhD
Paul M. McDonagh
Padraic McDonough
Susan McDowell
Kevin J. McCaffigan
Rita L. McGill, MD ’85, and
A. Thomas McGill, MD ’85
Nancy E. McGovern
Margaret and James McGrath
Richard McKinnon
Prof. Thomas J. McLaughlin
Ellen and Michael McVay, MD
Virginia and Paul Menard P’14
Florence Meyer
Ellen and David Meyers
Brenda and Vincent Miccio Sr. P’12
Joni and Anthony Milluzzo
Kara Milotte
*deceased
## $1,000,000 and Above
Wayne and Gladys Valley Foundation

## $100,000 - $999,999
Anonymous
George I. Alden Trust
Angel Fund, Inc.
Ellison Foundation
The George F. and Sybil H. Fuller Foundation
Katz Family Foundation
W. M. Keck Foundation
The G. Harold and Leila Y. Mathers Charitable Foundation
RBC Trust Company Limited
RXi Pharmaceuticals

## $10,000 - $99,999
Anonymous
ACS Healthcare Solutions
Allstate Foundation
American Society For Microbiology
Asahi Kasei Kuraray Medical Co., Ltd.
Autism Consortium
Tara Bean Foundation
Herman F. Becker Family Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Benefit Development Group, Inc.
Big Y Foods
Boston Scientific Corporation
Caitin Raymond International Registry
CaridianBCT, Inc.
Cataldo Family Charitable Fund
Compass Group
Consigli Construction Foundation
Covidien
Crothall Healthcare, Inc.
Jeanne Y. Curtis Foundation
CVS Caremark Charitable Trust
Fred Harris Daniels Foundation, Inc.
Dutch Cancer Society
Chris & Jean Egan Foundation Trust
EMC Corporation
Fairlawn Foundation
Fallon Community Health Plan
Fallon OrNda Community Health Fund
Fiske Independent Race Management
Francis Family Foundation
Fraternal Order of Eagles
Greater Worcester Community Foundation
Greenwood Industries Inc.
Joe Lee Griffin Foundation
Grousbeck Family Foundation
The Francis A. and Jacquelyn H. Harrington Foundation
Hycliff Foundation
International Cancer Alliance for Research and Education
State of Israel
JMM Foundation
J.T. Tai and Company Foundation, Inc.
Danny Kaye and Sylvia Fine Kaye Foundation
The Judy and Tony King Foundation

## Corporations and Foundations
The Klarman Family Foundation
The N.R. LaChance Foundation
LeaMar Industries Incorporated
Massachusetts Lions Eye Research Fund, Inc.
The Mildred H. McEvoy Foundation
McGillicuddy Family Foundation
McKee Foundation
MedAssets
MedMetrics Health Partners, Inc.
MedStar Ambulance
Medtronic, Inc.
Minick, O’Connell, DeMallie & Lougee, LLP
Muscular Dystrophy Association, Inc.
North Pointe Investment Partners
Luke O’Brien Foundation
Olive Bridge Fund
Orthofix
P.L. Rider Co., Inc.
Parker and Rubenstein Family Fund
Pipefitters Local 537
Plastic Surgery Educational Foundation
PR Restaurants LLC
Public Consulting Group, Inc.
Raytheon Company
Paul C. and Gladys W. Richards Foundation
Rockwell Foundation
Will Rogers Institute
Ronald McDonald House Charities of Eastern New England, Inc.
The Lester and Joan Sadowsky Family Charitable Foundation
SEIU/NAGE Local 5000 Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Siff Charitable Foundation
H. Arthur Smith Charitable Foundation
Tufts Health Plan
Tyler Foundation, Inc.
United Way of the Capital Area, Inc.
Unum
Linda J. Verville Cancer Research Foundation
ViaCord, LLC
Vital Emergency Medical Services
Walmart Foundation
William A. Berry & Sons Inc.
Worcester Telegram & Gazette
$5,000 - $9,999
 Anonymous (2)
 Action for Boston Community Development, Inc.
 Addgene, Inc.
 Air Methods Corporation
 Bartholomew and Company, Inc.
 Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts Foundation
 Bullfinchs Restaurant
 Christos and Mary Cocaine Charitable Trust
 Coghlin Electrical Contractors, Inc.
 College of the Holy Cross
 Country Bank for Savings
 Creative Office Pavilion
 DePuy Spine, Inc.
 Digital Federal Credit Union
 Energy Insulation Conservation, Inc.
 Etransmedia Technology, Inc.
 Fiduciary Investment Advisors, LLC
 Genentech, Inc.
 Gellert’s Market
 Gordon and Llura Gund Foundation
 Harvard Pilgrim Health Care, Inc.
 Imperial Distributors, Inc.
 Intrasystems, Inc.
 Kelleher & Sadowsky Associates, Inc.
 Massachusetts Maritime Academy
 MetLife
 Middlesex District Medical Society
 New England Region Sports Car Club of America Road Racing
 Northboro Oil Co., Inc.
 Office Resources
 Phoenix Life Insurance Company
 Polar Beverages
 Quaker Hill Foundation
 The Stephen F. Quill Family Foundation
 Shields Health Care Group LP
 Siemens
 Standard Builders
 Striker
 Tsoi/Kobus & Associates
 United Bank Foundation
 Verizon
 W. B. Mason
 W. W. Grainger, Inc.
 Wagner Motors
 Edward Waters Memorial Scholarship Fund
 Whalley Computer Associates, Inc.
 World Energy Solutions, Inc.

$1,000 - $4,999
 Anonymous (2)
 AB SCIEX
 Adecco Share Service
 Advance Mfg. Co., Inc.
 Agilent Technologies
 Aid for Cancer Research
 Alpha Phi Foundation
 ALS Family Charitable Foundation, Inc.
 American Parkinson Disease Association, Inc. - Massachusetts Chapter
 Applied Medical
 Arabian Horse Club of Connecticut
 Architectural Resources
 Associated Credit Services, Inc.
 AXA Equitable Life Insurance Company
 Bank of Canton
 Barre Foods, Inc.
 BioLegend
 Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Massachusetts, Inc.
 Bocado
 Bodycote Thermal Processing, Inc.
 The Boston Foundation
 Brigham Hill Foundation
 Bruker Daltonics, Inc.
 Cardinal Construction, Inc.
 Carl Zeiss, Inc.
 Carolinas Healthcare System
 Catalyst Consulting Team, Inc.
 Charter Communications
 ClaimTrust
 Coghlin Services Fund
 Patrick Comer Courage Foundation
 Communication Workers of America Local 1301
 Melvin S. Cutler Charitable Foundation
 The Employees of Danafilms Inc.
 DeBartolo Family Foundation, Inc.
 Denta Quest Foundation
 Depuy Spine, Inc.
 Diversified Project Management
 Dom Vito, Inc.
 Donelan’s Supermarket
 The Ruth H. and Warren A. Ellsworth Foundation
 Ethicon, Inc.
 Fletcher Tilton, PC
 Flynn’s Truck Plaza
 Fresenius Kabi, LLC
 Give With Liberty
 Lillian R. Goodman and Mary K. Alexander
 Fund for Nursing Education and Research of Greater Worcester Community Foundation
 Grasseschi Plumbing and Heating Inc.
 Green Hill Women’s Golf Association
 The Salah M. Hassanein Foundation
 Heisler & Associates, LLC
 MPD Higgins Foundation
 Hillcrest Country Club Ladies League
 IBA Inc.
 Idera Pharmaceuticals
 Independent Claims Service, Inc.
 Intel Corporation
 International Educational Organization, LLC
 The International Golf Club, Inc.
 International Industries, Inc.
 J. J. Bafaro, Inc.
 Jewish Community Endowment Foundation
 John P. Rowe Funeral Home
 Kohl’s
 Landry & Meilus, LLP
 Legacy Publishing Group, Inc.
 Liberty Movers, Inc.
 LUTCO, Inc.
 Lynch Family Charitable Foundation
 Lynn Dalbeck Medical Transcription Service
 Massachusetts Society of Clinical Oncologists, Inc.
 McGrath Insurance Group Inc.
 McKesson Corporation
 Millbury Lions Club, Inc.
 Neonatology Associates
New England Plastic Surgical Assoc., PC
Nypro Foundation, Inc.
Oncomed Pharmaceutical Services of MA, Inc.
Orion Emergency Services, Inc.
OSI Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Paxton/Patterson LLC
Pelletier & Sons, Inc.
Pfizer, Inc.
Picadilly Pub Westborough
The Protector Group Insurance Agency, Inc.
R. L. Whipple Company, Inc.
Rand-Whitney Container Newtown LLC
The Richdale Charitable Foundation
Shimadzu Scientific Instruments
Shrewsbury High School Girl’s Varsity Basketball Team
Signal Pharmaceuticals, LLC
The S/L/A/M Collaborative, Inc.
Small Business Insurance Agency, Inc.
Solvay Pharmaceuticals
The Spillane Charitable Foundation
St. Jude Medical
Sutton Youth Soccer
Sysco Food Services of Albany
Tina Bilazarian Real Estate
UMass Memorial MRI-Marlborough LLC
UMMHC-Endoscopy Unit Staff
UniBank for Savings
United Way of Central Massachusetts
United Way of New England
University of California San Francisco
University of Colorado
The Welch Corp.
Worcester Country Club
Worcester District Medical Society Alliance
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Wyman-Gordon Foundation

$500 - $999
Alco II, Inc.
AllianzGI Distributors
American Medical Association
American Society for Investigative Pathology, Inc.
Amica Mutual Insurance Company
Aurora Imaging Technology, Inc.
Baker Commodities, Inc.
Bells Lawn & Garden Center
Blackstone Productions, Inc.
Bob’s Discount Furniture
Brookfield’s Lions Club
CentMass Association of Physicians
Child Health Associates, PC
Coca Cola Bottling Company
Columbia University
Communication Technology Services, LLC
D & B Auto Body, Inc.
Dudley Middle School National Junior Honor Society
E. Osterman Gas Service, Inc.
ENT Associates
EOS CCA
Favulli Electric, Inc.
Fay School
FLEXcon Company, Inc.
Forance Integrated Systems
G.A.P.S. Plumbing & Heating
Gibson Associates
Glick Charitable Foundation
Hankin Foundation
The Hanover Insurance Group
Honey Farms, Inc.
Imprint Express
Incom, Inc.
Intelligent Building Automation Systems, Inc.
Ironworkers Local 7
Janus Foundation
Jillian’s Worcester
Legacy Capital Solutions, LLC
Life Care Center of Leominster
Long Island University
Masterman’s, LLP
Mead Johnson Nutritionalcs
Modern Assistance Programs, Inc.
New England Gastroenterology Associates PC
Next to New LLC
Oak Middle School
Pancratic Cancer Plan C Foundation
Petersen Ventures LLC
Pop Warner Little Scholars Inc.
RE/MAX Vision, LLC
Ricciardi Bros., Inc.
Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors
Roofers Union Local 33
Sidney and Rosalie Rose Charitable Fund
Royal Hospitality Services, Inc.
Share At UMass
Shilepsky Hartley Robb Casey Michon LLP
Sons of the American Legion
Detachment of Massachusetts
St. Vincent Hospital/Metro West Medical Center
Taylor Exhibition Services, Ltd.
TJX Companies, Inc.
Treeline Construction, Inc.
Trinity Catholic Academy
Tri-River Family Health Center
United Food and Commercial Workers Local 791
United Jewish Endowment Fund
United Linen Services of New England
United Plastics
Webster Five Cents Savings Bank
The Women’s Image Center

$250 - $499
Aletheia Grotto
Algonquin Athletic Booster Corporation
Allied Waste Services
American College of Physicians
Andventure, Inc.
The Anonymity Group - SLAA
AtlantiCare Regional Medical Center
Atlas Box & Crating Co., Inc.
Bancroft School/Parent Community
Baranoski Plumbing & Heating, Inc.
Bollus Lynch, LLP
Cambium Corp.
Camirob Corp., dba BCT
Camosse Family Foundation, Inc.
Cardinal Health
Carroll Custom Contracting, Inc.
Central Mass Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery PC
Central Massachusetts Area Health Education Center
Centralized Medical Equipment LLC
Chandler Pediatrics
Charlton Middle School National Junior Honor Society
Cherry Valley Post 443
City Welding & Fabrication, Inc.
Clearview Window Cleaning
Cornerstone Title Services
D.A. Nicholson & Associates
Daniel Viders, MD, PC
DCU Center
DeWolf Chemical
Committee to Elect Joseph D. Early Jr.
Financial Executives International, Inc., Boston Chapter
Finck & Perras Insurance Agency, Inc.
Firehouse Pub of Ashburnham, Inc.
Five Star Quality Care, Inc.
Forever Green Landscaping
Framingham Municipal Federal Credit Union
Genesis Counseling Center, Inc.
Greater Boston Labor Council AFL-CIO
Greek Ladies Philoptochos Society
Groundwater Supply Co., Inc.
Group 1 Automotive, Inc.
Health Alliance Medical Staff
Healthcare Global, Inc.
Heritage School
Herlihy Insurance Group, Inc.
Hostetler Gallery
Hydra Tech, Inc.
Industrial Transfer & Storage, Inc.
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers Local 1499
IPG Photonics Corporation
ISS Sutherland International Ltd.
Kas Direct
Kuchnir Dermatology & Dermatologic Surgery
Letter Logic, Inc.
Lincoln Fine Ingredients
Lisa Gardner, Inc.
Marjam Enterprises, Inc
Millbury Federal Credit Union
Montessori Association of Parents
My World of Dolls
New England Disposal Technologies, Inc.
New England Sports Center
NH Plastics, Inc
Niman Paper Supply, Inc.
Northeast Surgery Center, Inc.
1800 Skyride
Patrick A. Durkee Painting
Paul M. Phipps Insurance Agency, Inc.
The Pfizer Foundation Inc.
Pine Tree Concrete Products, Inc.
Plastics Unlimited
Primary Design, Inc.
Prime Rate Associates
Professional Management Consultants, Inc.
Quincy Mutual Fire Insurance Company
REIT Management & Research LLC
Renaissance Charitable Foundation Inc.
RMC Acquisition Corp.
Rollie’s Variety, LLC
Shrewsbury Firefighters Association
Shrewsbury Youth Football
St. Mary’s Credit Union
St. Rose of Lima Parish
Stafford Construction Services, Inc.
Tantasqua Pop Warner Football Club, Inc.
Teamworks
Thomas J. Woods Insurance Agency, Inc.
United Food and Commercial Workers Local 1459
United Way of Rhode Island
Univar USA Inc.
The University of Iowa
Vernon Hill Post 435
Whiting Family Fund
Woodridge LLC
Worcester Probate Court
Xtreme Fitness Equipment
Zachary E. Gerut, MD, FACS, PC

MATCHING GIFT COMPANIES

Allegro Microsystems, Inc.
Alliance Data
Automatic Data Processing Inc.
Bank of America Matching Gifts
FM Global Foundation
GE Foundation Matching Gifts Program
General Mills Foundation
Gilbane
GlaxoSmithKline Foundation
IBM International Foundation
Investment Technology Group
Lincoln Financial Group
MassMutual Financial Group
Matching Gift Center
Merck and Company Foundation
Microsoft Matching Gifts Program
Morgan-Worcester, Inc.
National Grid Matching Gifts
Novartis Foundation
NSTAR
Olympus
PepsiCo Foundation Inc.
Saint-Gobain Corporation Foundation
State Street Matching Gift Program
Unum
Verizon Foundation
Waters Corporation
ALUMNI

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Giving Participation Rate: 28.54%

Class of 1974
Donald W. Abbott, MD
Leonard M. Finn, MD
Jonathan S. Rothman, MD
Paul Sabel, MD

Class of 1975
Debra L. Brand, MD
Jennifer H. Caskey, MD
William B. Holgerson, MD
Susan H. Hou, MD
Richard Moriarty, MD

Class of 1976
Elizabeth C. Brackett, MD
Peter G. Canaday, MD
Barbara A. Crowley, MD
Thomas M. Fabian, MD
William F. Fallon, MD, MBA
Michael T. Foley, MD
Frances M. Hinteregger, MD
William B. Holgerson, MD
Jennifer H. Caskey, MD
Debra L. Brand, MD

Class of 1977
Lorraine K. Bello, MD
Evelyn S. Love, MD
Bernard T. McNamara, MD, FACP, FACEP
Kenneth J. Miller, MD
Leroy M. Nyberg, MD, PhD

Class of 1978
Gregory B. Begin, MD
Stephen R. Belton, MD
Rachel A. Bergeson, MD
George W. Burke, MD
Kenneth A. Deloge, MD
Edward D. Donovan, MD
John J. Downing, MD

Class of 1979
Anthony J. Alario, MD
Anne M. Arey, MD
Barbara H. Bachow, MD
Albert A. Barrows, MD
Brian J. Battista, MD
Alan S. Burstein, MD
Theresa M. Caputo, MD
Paul R. Clark, MD
Richard C. Dicker, MD
Ann W. Dohlman, MD, MPH
Jan G. Dohlman, MD
Arnold S. Freedman, MD
Roger J. Garceau, MD
Neil H. Goldstein, MD
Richard Grazer, MD
Irvin N. Heifetz, MD
Celestia S. Higano, MD, FACP
Elaine Y. Kubota, MD, and
Christopher A. Jordan, MD
Walter J. LeClair, MD
Eric D. Leskowitz, MD
Christopher H. Linden, MD
Steven B. Matfis, MD
Andrew J. Miller, MD
Andrew I. Ober, MD
John D. Patrick, MD
Andrew J. Miller, MD
Steven B. Matfis, MD
Elizabeth A. Regan, MD
Kathryn E. Reilly, MD
Marina F. Rodriguez, MD
Kathryn E. Reilly, MD
Barbara A. Stewart, MD

Class of 1980
Michael A. Arsenian, MD
Robert F. Atkins, MD
Patricia M. Bailey, MD
David J. Cancian, MD
Frederick J. Curley, MD
Susan M. Davidson, MD
Robert L. Dobrow, MD
Thomas J. FitzGerald, MD
Joseph H. Fuller, MD
Zachary E. Gerut, MD
Christopher A. Hakim, MD
Abigail Adams, MD, and
R. Brian Hennessy, MD
Mark D. Johnson, MD
Barry N. Kaye, MD
Helena K. Kelliher, MD
Fulton C. Kornack, MD
Michael T. Leahy, MD
Sharon F. Levy, MD
Susan M. MacDonald, MD
Michael J. Malone, MD
Leonard J. Medeiros, MD
Arnold R. Miller, MD
Michael Perazzelli, MD
Barbara K. Prazak, MD
Paul N. Rosenfeld, MD
Cathy G. Rosenfield, MD, and
Nicholas A. Ruocco, MD
Frank Sacco, MD
Bradley A. Shapiro, MD
John T. Szymanski, MD
George P. Topulos, MD
Kathleen J. Welch, MD
Mary K. Wendel, MD
Paul T. Wesley, MD
George Wilding, MD
Bruce Wilks, MD

Class of 1981
Lois J. Ayash, MD
Diane E. Bennett, MD, MPH, MEd
Lawrence F. Brown, MD
Christopher L. Butler, MD
Deborah Choate, MD
Michael J. Conrad, MD
Jon W. Cronin, MD
Joseph R. DiFranza, MD
Henry K. Driscoll, MD
Barry S. Feingold, MD
Richard C. Fiorini, MD
Irene Goranitis, MD
Alice C. Haines, MD
Mary R. Hawthorne, MD
Barbara A. Stewart, MD
Ann Marie Testaroma, MD
John J. Travaglini, MD
Christopher Tromara, MD
Marcia C. Werchol, MD
Julia K. Yoshida, MD

Class of 1982
Kenneth S. Allen, MD
Christian T. Andersen, MD
Dianne C. Barnard, MD
Russell B. Bieniek, MD
Michele D. Bilodeau, MD
Stephen L. Bresnahan, MD
Peter A. Bridge, MD
Sheila C. Butler, MD
Richard E. Chaisson, MD
Janet M. Cogoli, MD
Roderick H. Crocker, MD
Brian J. Dempsey, MD
Monica Donovan, MD
Wendy S. Horwitz, MD
Lon W. Howard, MD
Julie M. Stanton, MD, and
Thomas E. Lawlor, MD
LouAnn MaffeI-Iwuc, MD
Robert F. McCarron, MD
Michael R. McInerney, MD
Gregory M. McSweeney, MD
Frank R. Murphy, MD
John R. Pawlowski, MD
Thomas E. Reindhardt, MD
Kenneth Rosenfeld, MD
Margo A. Smith, MD
Mark Hryniewich, MD
John J. Iwuc, MD
Patricia S. Jay, MD
Paul A. Keefe, MD
James F. Maguire, MD
James T. McMahon, MD
James W. O’Connor, MD
Judith A. O’Neill, MD
Monica M. Przelomska, MD
Francis P. Renzi, MD
Mark A. Ringiewicz, MD
Joseph Rothchild, MD
Barbara A. Stewart, MD
Ann Marie Testaroma, MD
John J. Travaglini, MD
Christopher Tromara, MD
Marcia C. Werchol, MD
Julia K. Yoshida, MD

Class of 1983
Bruce Wilks, MD
George Wilding, MD
Paul T. Wesley, MD
George P. Topulos, MD
Kathleen J. Welch, MD
Mary K. Wendel, MD
Paul T. Wesley, MD
George Wilding, MD
Bruce Wilks, MD

*deceased
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Class of 1989 (continued)

Andrea J. Fribush, MD
Elizabeth A. Fuller, MD
Lisa K. Giordano, MD
Mary P. Guerrera, MD
David F. Kallmes, MD
Julie Kaufman, MD
Janice L. Kennedy, MD, and
  Christopher C. Kennedy, MD
Judith Kleineman, MD
Jean M. Murphy, MD
Thomas J. Regan, MD
Jonathan J. Shoukimas, MD
Carol E. Trask, MD
Mary A. Valliere, MD
Marjorie A. Zyirek-Bacon, MD

Class of 1990
Vincent M. Biggs, MD, FAAP
Marcel J. Casavant, MD
Colleen Finnegan, MD
Steven V. Fischel, MD
Michelle M. Flynn, MD
Scott H. Gonzalez, MD
Steven A. Kagan, MD
Michael W. Krucezek, MD
David C. Linehan, MD
Lisa Norton, MD
George F. Parker, MD
Patricia P. Petrosky, MD
Paul A. Rufo, MD
Glenn S. Schlundt, MD
Howard B. Sherman, MD
Anthony E. Wilson, MD
Dana E. Zalkind, MD

Class of 1991
Achal Aggarwal, MD
Stephen J. Barr, MD
Kelton M. Burbank, MD
Jane E. Carleton, MD
Matthew E. Cohen, MD
Reynaldo Cordero, MD
Peter J. Dain, MD
James M. Fuller, MD, PhD
Karen A. Kelly, MD
Jean Kwo, MD
Lilly C. Lee, MD
Janice M. Lopez, MD
Susan E. Mahoney, MD
Patrick R. McSweeney, MD
Paul E. Noroian, MD
Elizabeth A. Rafferty, MD
Eileen C. Reilly, MD
Carolyn Roy-Bornstein, MD
John J. Ryan, MD
Anna M. Sarno Ryan, MD
Elizabeth Steiner, MD
John Steriti, MD
Maura Sullivan, MD
Brian P. Sutton, MD, FACEP
Karen P. Szczewchowicz, MD
David O. Yarian, MD

Class of 1992
Jeanine R. Audet, MD
Christine A. Carey, MD
Laura Chen, MD
Fehmida A. Chipy, MD
Michael D’Alessandro, MD
Henry D’Angelo, MD
Gina E. D’Ottavio, MD
Anh T. Duong, MD
Patricia McQuilkin, MD, and
  David J. Fishbein, MD
James M. Flynn, MD
Jane R. Gagne, MD, and
  Daniel J. Gagne, MD
Maurissa A. Guibord, MD, and
  Ronald S. Guibord, MD
Deborah D. Gurski, MD
John J. Kelly, MD
Anita L. Kostecki, MD
Carolyn H. Kreinsen, MD
Michael A. Marchetti, MD
Christine McKiernan, MD
Dianne M. Morris, MD
Victoria L. Pillard, MD
Steven F. Siraco, MD
W. Zoe Stitt, MD
Lanu V. Stoddard, MD
Brian J. Szwarc, MD
Anne N. Thordikle, MD, MPH
Michelle E. Toder, MD
Pogos H. Voskanian, MD
Laura B. Witts, MD
Jeffrey K. Zawacki, MD

Class of 1993
Caroline J. Alper, MD, and
  Eric J. Alper, MD
Eunice A. Ampiaji, MD
Christine H. Andersen, MD
Douglas R. Barr, MD
Sandra J. Musial, MD, and
  Jonathan M. Burtman, MD
Brian K. Bredvik, MD
John J. Cloherty, MD, MPH
David A. Dohan, MD
Robert S. Faberman, MD
Laura L. Gibson, MD
Anne W. Giuliano, MD
Robin S. Gross, MD
Catherine E. Jones, MD
Gretchen L. Kelley, MD
David J. Koffman, MD
Harvey J. Mamon, MD
Elin N. Marcus, MD
Angela M. Nervi, MD
Mark E. Nicoletti, MD
Maureen M. O’Brien, MD
Diane M. Pingeton, MD
Bernard J. Quigley, MD
Deborah A. Quinn, MD
Scott L. Rosenweig, MD
Peter L. Shearer, MD
Suzanne Shusterman, MD
Robert A. Wetherbee, MD
Kimberlee D. Wyche-Etheridge, MD, MPH

Class of 1994
Annah N. Abrams, MD
Marcella W. Bradway, MD
James N. Butera, MD
Dominique A. Carpenter, MD
Jeffrey M. Cukor, MD
Colette R. Desrochers, MD
Elizabeth A. Erban, MD
Andrew K. Fay, MD
Glen P. Greenough, MD
Nancy E. Hamel, MD
Cheryl A. Hardenbrook, MD
Jessica H. Harrington, MD
Wanita Kumar, MD
Suzanne George, MD, and
  Michael J. Landman, MD
Stephen P. McElroy, MD
Paula J. McEvoy, MD
Joseph M. McNamara, MD
Russell K. Mitchell, MD
Daniel J. Quinn, MD
Edward H. Scully, MD
Gregory R. Seiler, MD
Elizabeth T. Siraco, MD
John M. Solomonides, MD
Cindy H. Steinberg, MD
Robert B. Tabakin, MD

Class of 1995
Jennifer Armstrong Januario, MD
June M. Blanco, MD
Sharon A. Burdulis, MD
Marina Y. Chansky, MD
Eric W. Dickson, MD
Julia M. Gallagher, MD
Rebecca A. Griffith, MD
Michael G. Hamrock, MD
Michael J. Jaffe, MD
Anne C. Jones, MD
Elisabeth P. Ware, MD, and
  Bryan R. Kestenbaum, MD
Philip E. Knapp, MD
Frank J. McCabe, MD
Joan M. McDonagh, MD
T. Christian H. Mix, MD
Jennifer M. Riehl, MD
Christine Rooney, MD
Amy B. Schoenbaum, MD
Jennifer L. Turi, MD
Kathryn Wiseman, MD, and
  Richard A. Wiseman, MD

Class of 1996
Katherine J. Atkinson, MD
Kevin W. Brathwaite, MD
Teresa M. Breault, MD
Deanna L. Carty, MD
Jonathan P. Commons, MD
Deborah E. Francis, MD
Kristen H. Gunning, MD
Alexander C. Heard, MD
Laura J. Hu, MD, and
  David C. Judge, MD
Rebecca A. Lubelczyk, MD
Nathan R. MacDonald, MD
Kerry K. McCabe, MD
Christopher J. Ollari, MD
Carla M. Vaccaro, MD
Barbara M. Walsh, MD, FAAP

Class of 1997
Kynenett H. Albert, MD
John L. Alexander, MD
Kim A. Basu, MD
Marti A. Bentley, MD
Elizabeth E. Boyle, MD
Khoa D. Do, MD
Anne T. Fox, MD
Wendy Stead, MD, and
  John J. Jakimczyk, MD
Michelle N. Jolie, MD
Peter P. La Camera, MD
Margaret T. Lee, MD
James L. Mugford, MD
Paulo J. Oliveira, MD
Michael G. Hamrock, MD
Michael J. Jaffe, MD
Anne C. Jones, MD
Elisabeth P. Ware, MD, and
  Bryan R. Kestenbaum, MD
Philip E. Knapp, MD
Frank J. McCabe, MD
Joan M. McDonagh, MD
T. Christian H. Mix, MD
Jennifer M. Riehl, MD
Christine Rooney, MD
Amy B. Schoenbaum, MD
Jennifer L. Turi, MD
Kathryn Wiseman, MD, and
  Richard A. Wiseman, MD

Class of 1998
Laura L. Gibson, MD
Robert S. Faberman, MD
Elizabeth A. Fuller, MD
Carolyn C. Lee, MD
James M. Murphy, MD
Thomas J. Regan, MD
Jonathan J. Shoukimas, MD
Carol E. Trask, MD
Mary A. Valliere, MD
Marjorie A. Zyirek-Bacon, MD

Class of 1999
Dana E. Zalkind, MD
Anthony E. Wilson, MD
Dana E. Zalkind, MD
Anna M. Sarno Ryan, MD
Elizabeth Steiner, MD
John Steriti, MD
Maura Sullivan, MD
Brian P. Sutton, MD, FACEP
Karen P. Szczewchowicz, MD
David O. Yarian, MD

Class of 2000
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Class of 1989 (continued)
Class of 1998
David M. Arend, MD
Sharon Bachman, MD, FACS
Christopher M. Bohy, MD
Susan E. Braz-Martin, MD
Michael A. Burdulis, MD
John J. Coen, MD
Ann Marie DeAngelis, MD, and
Nicola A. DeAngelis, MD
Damon DeTeso, MD, and
J. Scott Patch, MD
Andrew Nowak, MD
Patricia C. Mullins, MD
Caitlin L. Mann, MD
Kristin Lynch, MD
Stephen K. Lane, MD
Rachel H. Inker, MD
Andrew B. Pettinato, MD, and
J. Scott Patch, MD
Katherine A. Harrison, MD
Stacey B. Greally, MD
Elizabeth Gittinger, MD
Kathryn M. DeAnzeris, MD
Philip R. Burke, MD, MPH
Teri Lee Brehio, MD
Matthew S. Braga, MD
Kerri L. Setnik, MD
Cynthia G. King, MD, and
Robyn S. Riseberg, MD
Allison J. Ramler, MD, MPH
Jeffrey D. Potter, MD
Troilus A. Plante, MD
Beth Plante, MD, and
Troiulus A. Plante, MD
Jeffrey D. Potter, MD
Allison J. Ramler, MD, MPH
Robyn R. Skopec, MD
Cynthia G. King, MD, and
Lon J. Setnik, MD
Andrew Tzellas, MD
Sushant Srinivasan, MD
Leah T. Belzarian, MD, and
Joseph L. Bouchard, MD
Joseph DeAngelis, MD
David F. Flynn, MD
Glen D. Gaebe, MD
Jonathan Gaffin, MD
Laura J. Gessin, MD
Amanda Growdon, MD, and
Whitfield B. Growdon, MD
Christina R. Hennesy, MD
Jaimie Kane, MD
Honor MacNaughton, MD
Thomas Thong H. Nguyen, MD
Sara A. Rourke, MD
Shelley B. Saber, MD
Jill E. Saunders, MD
Andrew M. Sibert, MD
Krisitn B. Silva, MD
Colin T. Swales, MD
Tanya L. Thomas Feke, MD
Matthew Wasco, MD
Margaret D. Werner, MD
Class of 2000
Mary-Alice Abbott, MD, PhD
Stephen R. Benoit, MD
Philip J. Bolduc, MD
Brittany Boulanger, MD
Brooke K. Breen, MD
Lucy Y. Chie, MD, and
Justin J. Campbell, MD
Priscilla W. Carr, MD
Michael K. Chin, MD
Bruce E. Condit, MD
Steven W. Farrar, MD
Adam S. Feldman, MD
Jeffrey W. Goodman, MD
Jeffrey Hopkins, MD
Andrew Hoyer, MD
Nathaniel Jellinek, MD
Tamiko H. Kido, MD
John Lippman, MD
Mollie A. MacCormack, MD
Renee M. McKinney, MD
Jennifer L. Parent, MD
Heena P. Santry, MD
Jennifer L. Parent, MD
Renee M. McKinney, MD
Jennifer L. Parent, MD
Heena P. Santry, MD
Karen Scott, MD
Heidi L. Shaff, MD
Jean M. Siddall-Bensson, MD
Daniel W. Weisswasser, MD
Class of 2001
Kerri L. Batra, MD
Matthew S. Braga, MD
Teri Lee Breitho, MD
Philip R. Burke, MD, MPH
Bonnie F. Cohen, MD
Kathryn M. DeAnzeris, MD
Elizabeth Gittinger, MD
Stacey B. Greally, MD
Katherine A. Harrison, MD
Elizabeth A. Karagosis, MD
Karen W. Kwok, MD
Matthew Lally, MD
Brian Levitt, MD
Doanh Lu, MD
David P. Mason, MD
Marc S. McDermott, MD
Kathleen McGraw, MD
Brian D. Moquin, MD
Heidi H. O ’Connor, MD
Elyssa Aronson, MD
Randall S. Pellish, MD
Joseph Peppe, MD
John J. Reap, MD
Elisabeth G. Richard, MD
Sarah A. McSweeney-Ryan, MD
and Benjamin C. Ryan, MD
Jacqueline A. Swan, MD, and
Timothy M. Smith, MD
Bronson E. Terry, MD
Mark T. Villa, MD
Dawn M. Weinstein, MD
Class of 2002
Cara A. Attanucci, MD
Philip Cefalo, MD
Bindy L. Crouc, MD, MPH
Adam R. Davis, MD
Colin B. Devonshire, MD
Lloyd D. Fisher, MD
Gregory E. Ginsburg, MD
Jeffrey S. Gold, MD
Christina H. Hennon, MD
Kimberly A. Hutchinson, MD
Linda Jackman Canty, MD
Tessa J. Lafontaine, MD
Rebecca S. Lee, MD
Diana K. McManus, MD, and
David D. McManus, MD
Elisa A. F. Mulcahy, MD
Beth Plante, MD, and
Troiulus A. Plante, MD
Jeffrey D. Potter, MD
Allison J. Ramler, MD, MPH
Robyn R. Skopec, MD
Cynthia G. King, MD, and
Lon J. Setnik, MD
Andrew Tzellas, MD
Sushant Srinivasan, MD
Leah T. Belzarian, MD, and
Joseph L. Bouchard, MD
Joseph DeAngelis, MD
David F. Flynn, MD
Glen D. Gaebe, MD
Kathleen McGraw, MD
Brian D. Moquin, MD
Heidi H. O ’Connor, MD
Elyssa Aronson, MD
Randall S. Pellish, MD
Joseph Peppe, MD
John J. Reap, MD
Elisabeth G. Richard, MD
Sarah A. McSweeney-Ryan, MD
and Benjamin C. Ryan, MD
Jacqueline A. Swan, MD, and
Timothy M. Smith, MD
Bronson E. Terry, MD
Mark T. Villa, MD
Dawn M. Weinstein, MD
Class of 2003
Soukaina Adolphe, MD
Leah T. Belzarian, MD, and
Joseph L. Bouchard, MD
Joseph DeAngelis, MD
David F. Flynn, MD
Glen D. Gaebe, MD
Jonathan Gaffin, MD
Laura J. Gessin, MD
Amanda Growdon, MD, and
Whitfield B. Growdon, MD
Christina R. Hennesy, MD
Jaimie Kane, MD
Honor MacNaughton, MD
Thomas Thong H. Nguyen, MD
Sara A. Rourke, MD
Shelley B. Saber, MD
Jill E. Saunders, MD
Andrew M. Sibert, MD
Krisitn B. Silva, MD
Colin T. Swales, MD
Tanya L. Thomas Feke, MD
Matthew Wasco, MD
Margaret D. Werner, MD
Wherever life takes you . . .
Stay connected
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$50,000 and Above
Susan and Gregory Summe P’12
$10,000 - $49,999
Jynan and Haiping Chang P’09
Anne and Raimund Vanderweil Jr. P’12
Maureen and Dr. Joseph Yamin P’03’09
$1,000 - $9,999
Nancy Bennet, MD P’13, and
Gerard Aurigemma, MD P’13
Seth and Tina Bilazarian P’86
Dr. Jennifer S. Daly P’11 and
Dr. Mark W. Cohen P’11
Sarah and Dix Davis P’03
Phil and Laurie Davis P’03
Mrs. Nancy Edman Feldman P’00
Leslie and Michael Gaffin P’03
Carmela and Francesco Gioioso P’09
Neena and Subhash Grover P’04
Susan and Timothy Hopkins, MD P’00
Haesik Kim, MD P’14, and
Moo Kim, MD P’14
Donna Ambrosino, MD P’09, and
Howard Martin, MD P’09
Barbara and Michael McCahill P’11
Gita Singh Mithal P’13 and
Arvind Mithal, PhD P’13
Jane Newburger, MD, MPH P’08, and
Peter Newburger, MD P’08
Deborah Manegold, MD P’13, and
Dwight Quayle P’13
Marguerite M. Rafuse P’83
Leslie Sullivan P’13 and
John Rees P’13
Faye and Charlie Ruopp P’11
James Sagalyn P’06
Linda Sagor, MD P’12, and
Mark Sagor, MD P’12
Nancy and John M. Tumolo, MD R’85 P’11
Margaret Venaglia P’78

$500 - $999
Sylvia and Yousef B. Chehade, MD R’77 P’04
Debby and Richard Finn P’13
Susan and David Hahn P’09
Jean and Keith R. Hilliker, MD R’77 P’12
Varda Konstam, PhD P’15, and
Marvin Konstam, MD P’15
Marie and Philip Messina P’14
Yvonne and Michael Perlmuter P’11
Lori and Tony Porter P’11
Dr. John G. Santos P’07
Heidi and Mark Shea P’10
George A. Taylor, MD P’07

$250 - $499
Nancy and Rudy Alterio Jr. P’14
Margo Young P’09 and
Samuel Bielak, MD P’09
Adele Chambers Reynolds, DMD P’14
Maureen and James Connor P’13
Julie Nagazina P’14 and
Richard Einhorn, MD P’14
Chenchu Tirupati P’14 and
Purushotham Karnam, PhD P’14
Patricia Little, NP P’14, and
Douglas Little, PhD P’14
Sharon and Andrew Mandell, JD P’13
Claudette and Alan Marrvelli P’96
Virginia and Paul Menard P’14
Brenda and Vincent Miccio Sr. P’12
Mayo and Daniel Morgan P’10
Janet Schmitz P’12 and
Bart Nuboer P’12
Nancy and David Poorvu P’12
Andrea Lavender P’13 and
Mark Popovsky, MD P’13
Rosemary and Kevin Stankiewicz P’13
Barbara and Ron Walls, MD P’12

We are pleased to acknowledge our many investors who help support the University of Massachusetts Medical School and UMass Memorial Health Care through their generous philanthropy. This annual report recognizes individuals, corporations, foundations and organizations that made gifts, new pledges or pledge payments between July 1, 2010 and June 30, 2011.

Please note couples with different last names are listed alphabetically according to the second name. Example: Jane Doe and John Smith will be listed under “S.”

We take great care to ensure accuracy and regret any errors or omissions. We continue to update changes as they are provided; however, all revisions may not have been made as we went to press.

If you believe your name should appear or your name is misspelled or misplaced, please call 508-856-5520 or email giving@umassmed.edu.
CONSECUTIVE YEAR DONORS

We greatly appreciate our loyal donors who consistently give to support the mission of the University of Massachusetts Medical School and UMass Memorial Health Care.

35+ Years
Holli E. and Gwendolyn D. Alden
Fund of Greater Worcester
Community Foundation
Stephen and Valerie Loring

30 - 34 Years
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Bernhard
Henry and Elaine* Ciborowski
Gilbert S. Davis
Ronald S. Davis
Mary and Warner Fletcher
Susan and Richard Gotz
Nathan and Barbara Greenberg
The Francis A. and Jacquelyn H. Harrington Foundation
Polly and Prentiss Higgins
Robert and Dr. Yaler Hirshberg
John and Marianne Jepsson
Morgan-Worcester, Inc.
Nydia and Charles Moser
Mrs. Winifred K. Quick

25 - 29 Years
R. Mildred Zuckerman
Dr. Leslie Fish and Jerry H. Gurwitz,
Thomas Folan

20 - 24 Years
Donna and George W. Burke III,
Marie and Mike Angelini

15 - 19 Years
Anonymous
Katherine Ruiz de Luzuriaga, MD
P’90, and Lloyd Alderson, MD’88
Rose and Nicholas Alexandian
Mary and Eli Atamian
Ann and John Awdycki
Mary G. Ballantine
Janice S. Benicek
Allen and Sarah Berry
Martha E. Bigelow
Ruth C. Boland
Cathleen and Michael Bollus
Madeleine Bonitatibus
Gerard H. Boule
Karl L. Briel
Rosa and Herbert Bromberg
Phyllis E. Brothers
John J. and Elaine C. Cahill
Robert A. Calcia
Nell and John Casey
Zelda and Samuel* Chaetz
Kathleen and John Collins Jr.
Jeanne Y. Curtis*
Mel and Sandy Cutler
Melvin S. Cutler Charitable Foundation
Mary C. DeFreus
Cherie and Robert Finnie
Fletcher Tilton, PC
Justin L. Fletcher
Mary and Paul Foley
Leslie and Michael Gaffin P’03
Maggi Mavroudis-Gardner and
Christopher Gardiner
Lisa and Daniel Gillingham
Carol and Edward Glick

Elizabeth D. Goodwin, MS, RN’92
Patricia and Robert Gorman
Paulette and Timothy Hallihan
Lucille and Bradford Harper
Harvard Pilgrim Health Care, Inc.
Susan J. Hessel
Fei-Fang Hsu and Dr. Chung Hsieh
Mrs. Ann D. Iandoli
Helena M. Ilvanen
Frank J. Jehovah Jr., MD R’88’90
Diana J. Johnson
Maureen and William Kelleher
Julie E. Meyers, MD, and
David M. Keller, MD
Mr. and Mrs. Louis J. Kern Sr.
Kathleen and Roland Lachapelle
Julie M. Stanton, MD’82, and
Thomas E. Lawlor, MD’82 R’86
Florence LeClair
Rita and Alan MacAlpine
Irene I. Mailhot
Marion and Alan Malkasian
Nadine and Thomas Manning
Kathleen and Paul Marshall, MD
Barbara and
Emilio Mastrodomenico
Anne M. Maynard
Jean and John McAlulfie
Janice and Robert Mecca
Phyllis Pollack, MD, and
W. Peter Metz, MD
Mirick, O’Connell, DeMallie &
Lougee, LLP
Jock Herron and Julia Moore
Arthur W. Murphy
Neonatology Associates
Jane Newburger, MD, MPH P’08,
and Peter Newburger, MD P’08
Martha R. Pappas, EdD, and
Arthur M. Pappas, MD
Anna Ling Pierce
Antonio W. Pieronan
Jeanne A. Piper, MS, RN’99, and
Davide Pifer
Robert D. Priest Sr.
Michele P. Pugnaire, MD R’84
Marguerite M. Rafuse P’83
Eva and John Risotti Sr.
Nancy and Nicholas Ritacco
Carol and Kenneth Rock
Sheryl and Charles Rossi Jr.
Halina and Robert Rothstein P’98
Barbara and Andrew Saltsky
Rita and Richard Sharameta
Dr. Shirley S. and Mr. Robert M. Siff
Siff Charitable Foundation
Carleen and Norman Simoneau
Joan and Robert Smith
Gary and Janet Stein
Constance and Samuel Stewart Jr.
Daniel C. Tayar, PhD, and
Madeleine K. Tayar
Cynthia and Philip J. Therrien, MD’84
Lindsay and Stephen Tosi, MD
Paul Tracey
Marion R. Tuttle
UMMC - Retiree Association
United Way of Central
Massachusetts
Herb and Jean Varum
Waters Corporation

10 - 14 Years
Anonymous (3)
Victoria and Dr. D. John Aberhart
Heather Robinson and
Ronald N. Adler, MD ’89 R’92
George R. Alcott III
Sandra and Charles Allen
Caroline J. Alper, MD ’93 R’96, and
Eric J. Alper, MD ’93 R’96
Christine H. Andersen, MD ’93, and
Christian T. Andersen, MD ’82
Betsy J. Anderson
Dianne and Clarence Anderson
Antoinette A. Andriski*
Rose M. Aslanian
AstraZeneca LP
Valerie and William Barrett
Bartholomew and Company, Inc.
Jack and Susan Bassick
Rebecca and Gregory B. Begin, MD
’78 F’82
Jean M. Siddall-Bensson, MD ’00, and
Steven Bensson, MD
Judy and Jim Bergin
Karen and Dr. Stephen Bernacki
Sylvia E. Berthiaume
Big Y Foods, Inc.
Ronald R. Bissonnette
Antoinette Bitar
Norman Bissoli
Shelley and Jack Blais
Theodore D. Blanks
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Massachusetts, Inc.
Jennifer Reidy and Philip Bolduc,
MD ’00
Jean E. Boucher, PhD, RNCS, MS, OCN
Anne M. Bourgeois, EdD, MS ’94
Carolyn A. Brandli
Linda and Francis Brockway
Joanna Buffington, MD, MPH ’88, and
Dean Brook
Joan and Arthur Brunell Jr.
Bullfinches Restaurant
Kathryn and John Cadigan III
Elizabeth A. Cahill
Caitlin Raymond International
Registry
Lucy Y. Chie, MD ’00, and
Justin J. Campbell, MD ’00
Joyce and Napoleon Cannon
Nancy and Maurice Capistrand

31 - 40 Years
Mary A. and Paul Chervenak
Susan and Henry Chervenak
Jeanne C. Chervenak
Dennis T. Chervenak
Mary J. Chervenak
Jennifer M. Chervenak

10 - 14 Years
Anonymous (3)
Victoria and Dr. D. John Aberhart
Heather Robinson and
Ronald N. Adler, MD ’89 R’92
George R. Alcott III
Sandra and Charles Allen
Caroline J. Alper, MD ’93 R’96, and
Eric J. Alper, MD ’93 R’96
Christine H. Andersen, MD ’93, and
Christian T. Andersen, MD ’82
Betsy J. Anderson
Dianne and Clarence Anderson
Antoinette A. Andriski*
Rose M. Aslanian
AstraZeneca LP
Valerie and William Barrett
Bartholomew and Company, Inc.
Jack and Susan Bassick
Rebecca and Gregory B. Begin, MD
’78 F’82
Jean M. Siddall-Bensson, MD ’00, and
Steven Bensson, MD
Judy and Jim Bergin
Karen and Dr. Stephen Bernacki
Sylvia E. Berthiaume
Big Y Foods, Inc.
Ronald R. Bissonnette
Antoinette Bitar
Norman Bissoli
Shelley and Jack Blais
Theodore D. Blanks
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Massachusetts, Inc.
Jennifer Reidy and Philip Bolduc,
MD ’00
Jean E. Boucher, PhD, RNCS, MS, OCN
Anne M. Bourgeois, EdD, MS ’94
Carolyn A. Brandli
Linda and Francis Brockway
Joanna Buffington, MD, MPH ’88, and
Dean Brook
Joan and Arthur Brunell Jr.
Bullfinches Restaurant
Kathryn and John Cadigan III
Elizabeth A. Cahill
Caitlin Raymond International
Registry
Lucy Y. Chie, MD ’00, and
Justin J. Campbell, MD ’00
Joyce and Napoleon Cannon
Nancy and Maurice Capistrand

*deceased
Mary P. Cappuccio
Dolores and Paul Carbone
Teena and David Cardosi
Christine A. Carey, MD ‘92, and
Edward Carey
Jennifer Carey, EdD, and
Robert Carey, PhD
Margaret and John Carlson P’03
Priscilla W. Carr, MD ‘00
June and Brian Carroll
Cynthia F. Carruthers
Jennifer H. Caskey, MD ‘75
Edith R. Cassoli
Alan M. Catalano
Judith Harding and
Richard E. Chaisson, MD ’82
Harriette and Burton Chandler
Charter Communications
Simon J. Chaisson Jr.
Barbara and Stephen Clark
James and Nancy Coghill and
Family
College of the Holy Cross
Dorothy and John* Connor
Lawrence J. Connor
Kathleen and Mark Cote
Louise and Lawrence Cournoyer
Paula and Stephen Dangel P’05
Drs. Roger Davis and Hayla Sluss
Paula Stark-Gorrell and
Michael Gorrell
Caroline Marten-Ellis, MD ‘86, and
Stephen Graves
Greenberg, Rosenblatt, Kull &
Biscoli, PC
Marcia and Stephen Gross
Neena and Subhash Grover P’04
Arlene and William Grundstrom
Margaret and Francis Gurl
Charles F. Harenza
Joseph R. Harrigan
Gail and Alan Harrington
Diana K. Harris
Barbara and Michael S. Hauser,
MD, DMD ‘83
Betty and Nat Hawkins Jr.
Cheryl St. Amant Heckman
M. Katherine Hessel
Edna M. Hill
Dr. and Mrs. Michael P. Hirsh
Deanna and Barry Hodes
Robert W. Holmes
Susan and Timothy Hopkins, MD
P’00
Eileen A. Hussey-Boehm
Jud and Herb Ingram
Intel Corporation
International Union of Operating
Engineers
Dr. Richard and Mrs. Diane Irwin
J. J. Bafaro, Inc.
Maria and Bruce Jacobson
Miss Leni Joyce
Paul H. Julian
Catherine and Stanley Kabala
Marlyn E. Kaczik
Todd A. and Benjamin M. Keating
Lawrence M. and August L. Keeler
Fund of the Greater Worcester
Community Foundation
Warren M. Keith
Debra Mullikin-Kilpatrick, MD, and
Daniel Kilpatrick, PhD
Phyllis and Thomas King Jr.
Knights of Columbus 5724
Helen P. Koskinas
Karen and John Kurkulonis Jr.
Jean and Donald LaBrie
Janice F. Lalikos, MD R’96
Daniel and Judith Lasser
Annette and Donald Lavigne
Frances and Daniel Lebeau
Jenique and Robert LeBlond
Robert L. LeClaire
Janet and Robert G. Leone, MD ‘77
R’78 P’10
Jacquelyn Wolf and Barry Levy
Shirley N. Livermore
Ruth and Charles Ljungberg
Mary and Richard Logan
Josephine and Nello Luccini
Wendy P. Lucier
LUTCO, Inc.
Margaret T. Maffei
Susan A. Maffoli
Mariana Manno, MD, and
Vincent P. Manno, ScD
Frances F. Mansfield Fund of
Greater Worcester Community
Foundation
Sarah and Gregory Marcotte
Audrey Kurlan-Marcy and
Michael Marcy
Donna Ambrosino, MD P’09, and
Howard Martin, MD P’09
Irene C. Martone
Claudette and Alan Marvell P’96
Elizabeth and John Masel
Dr. Paula-Ann Pricken and
C. Robert Matthews
Thomas P. McCullough
Elizabeth and James Melikian
Mary E. Michalski
Millbury Lions Club, Inc.
Pamela M. Monroe
Carole Morgan
Patricia and Richard Moriarty, MD
‘75
Darlene J. Morin
Geraldine Morin
Jo Ann and James Morocco
Jane A. Murphy
Lois and Walter Nadel
Jane and Dennis Neslsun
Richard C. Nolin
Kevin O’Connor Sr.
Monica M. Przelomski, MD ‘81,
and Luigi Paciﬁco, MD
Irene and John Paganelli
Ella P. Page
Maureen M. O’Brien, MD ‘93, and
Bradley Payne
Michelle and Michael Pekkaninen
Elaine and Edward Perry Sr.
Loretta J. and R. Norman Peters
The Plourde Family Charitable
Trust
Gloria and Roger Plourde
John and Kathleen Polanowicz
Julie and Philip Polkinghnom
Anthony Polletta*
The Protector Group Insurance
Agency, Inc.
Deborah A. Puleo
Glenn F. Racicot
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Randolph
Marie M. Remillard
Henry A. Richter
Will Rogers Institute
Ellen and Richard Ronzio
Rotman’s Furniture
Paulette Seymour-Route and
Chris Route
Jane L. Russell
Patricia A. Sablean
Susan and James Saber P’03
Linda Sager, MD P’12, and
Mark Sager, MD P’12
Saint-Gobain Corporation
Foundation
Mary and Michael Sarantis
Marlyn and Norman Sarkisian
Marie A. Savich
Geraldine A. Schilling-Nordal
Margaretta Scully
Carol L. Seager
Segal, Roitman & Coleman
Ms. Patricia A. Segerson
Ms. Alice Shakman
Mark L. Shelton
Diane and Daniel ShKim Jr.
Suzanne and Alan Simoncini
Lowerre and Edward Simssarian
H. Arthur Smith Charitable
Foundation
Sarah and Gary Smith
Lynda M. Young, MD, and
Robert Current, MD
Joyce Southworth
Gail F. Stanton, MD ‘78
Bessie R. Stark
Gregory K. Steinberg, MD ‘97 R’00
Jill and Jeffrey Stoff, MD
Nina and Alan Stoll
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Stowe
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Sullivan
Andrea Peraner-Sweet and
Mitchell L. Sweet, MD ‘77
Catherine and John T. Szymanski, MD
‘80
Linda A. Tiberio
Shirley and David Tobin
Robert Tortolani, MD
Betty D. Valardi
Catherine and Anthony Villano
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Vincent
Hedwig and Karl Vonnegut
Mary R. Voyta
Richard J. Wallace
Estelle* and Thomas Walsh
Donna and Richard Wamba
Ludovica and Dr. Stuart Weisberger
Lorraine R. Welvaert
Whalley Computer Associates, Inc.
Barbara Wilkins
Susan B. and David K. Woodbury
Ruby M. Woodward
Drs. Theresa Zhang and
Ruby M. Woodward
Robert A. Zdanowicz
Leslie and Richard D. Zlotnik, MD
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### 12TH ANNUAL WALK TO CURE CANCER

#### $10,000 and Above
- Team AFL-CIO Massachusetts
- Team Goretti's Supermarket
- Team IBEW Local 1505
- Team NAGE - National Association of Government Employees
- Team UFCW Local 1445
- Team World Energy

#### $5,000 - $9,999
- Team Bartholomew & Company
- Team Central Mass Pop Warner
- Team Colleen’s Warriors
- Team DeFeudis
- Team Friends of Lois
- Team FWP
- Team Gyrus-Olympus
- Team Hope Walkers
- Team Jan’s Band of Angels
- Team Johnny B
- Team Millbury for a Cure for Cancer
- Team Pediatric Dream Team
- Team Tangerine
- Team UFCW 1445 Local 4
- Team UMMHC Executive Office
- Team UMMS CWM Shriver Center
- Team UMMS GSN Team
- Team Verizon

#### $1,000 - $4,999
- Team Absolute Machinery Corp.
- Team AFSCME Local 2616
- Team Amigos 4 A Cure
- Team Angels 27
- Team Ann’s Bosom Buddies Team
- Team AVO
- Team Bazylidlo Family and Friends
- Team Big Bad Billy’s Bunch
- Team Biggie's Bunch
- Team Bill's Brood
- Team Biotech 4
- Team Bits’N Bytes
- Team Bull
- Team Butterfly Kisses
- Team Cancer Execution Crew
- Team Carole’s Cougars
- Team Carol’s Cape Crew
- Team CC’s Crusading Crew
- Team Charlton Fence
- Team Circle of Friends
- Team Cliff Walkers
- Team Coughlin’s Cougars for a Cure
- Team The Cure
- Team Donelan’s Grocery Gang
- Team Double Tree Hotel
- Team Dudley Middle School
- Team Eileen
- Team Elaine’s Friends
- Team Eric’s Pit Crew
- Team Family Jules
- Team Fighting Irish
- Team For Our Friends
- Team for Two... and more
- Team 4 East West
- Team Friends of Jane
- Team Genzyme
- Team Gift-in-Kind
- Team Glen Echo Lake
- Team Glenelle’s Gang
- Team Grammy and Papa’s Team
- Team Grandma’s Boy
- Team Greg’s Gang
- Team GSBS Cares
- Team Hills Farm Hero’s Team
- Team Holmes
- Team Holy Cross
- Team Hope
- Team Hope and Honor
- Team In Memory of Sandra Franek
- Team Insure Hope
- Team IS2cure
- Team J T’s Cancer Fighters
- Team JB
- Team Jenn’s Gems
- Team Jeremy’s Flight
- Team Jimmy D
- Team Joanne’s Memorial Team
- Team Karen’s Hope for a Brighter Tomorrow
- Team Karen’s WISH
- Team Kate’s Krusaders
- Team Kickin Kidney Cancer
- Team The K’s Against Cancer
- Team Leah’s Posse - Gangin Up
- Team Lefty’s Gang
- Team Leggin’ It For La-La
- Team Liberty Mutual
- Team Life Care Center
- Team Lillian
- Team Linda’s Ladies
- Team Linda’s Surgical Admissions Team
- Team MAP
- Team Michelle’s Energetic Ste
- Team Mimi Purple Patrol
- Team Miracles for Miranda
- Team Missing Lizzie
- Team Mortimer
- Team Mountain Movers
- Team Nana’s Gang
- Team Nanny’s Nuts
- Team Nichols College
- Team The Norton Team
- Team OFA
- Team Olney Family
- Team One Step At A Time
- Team The Ortho-Beat-Its
- Team Other UMMHC
- Team Otis
- Team Pam
- Team Paychex
- Team Perez
- Team Piccadilly Pub
- Team Rays of Life
- Team Repford
- Team Rice Team
- Team Road Warriors
- Team Rose’s Thorns
- Team Roz
- Team Russ’s A Team
- Team Shaw’s Supermarket
- Team Shepherd Hill Cheer
- Team Sheryl
- Team Smile There’s Hope
- Team The Smurfs
- Team Solemates
- Team Soul Sisters
- Team Steve O’s Red Magic
- Team Stevie Feet
- Team Strides for a Cure
- Team Surgeons Against Cancer
- Team UMass Rx
- Team UMMS Cell Biology
- Team UMMS CWM Center for Health Care Financing
- Team UMMS CWM Clinical Pharmacy Services
- Team UMMS CWM PSP/MedMetrics
- Team UMMS Department of Animal Medicine
- Team UMMS Financial Services
- Team UMMS HR Strutters
- Team UMMS IS
- Team UMMS Molecular Medicine
- Team UMMS Psychiatry
- Team UWWA Local 369
- Team Virginia’s Angels of Hope
- Team Vuona
- Team Walk for Linda
- Team The Walking Shamrocks
- Team Walking with Suzanne
- Team Willie’s Warriors
- Team YWCA EnCore Plus

#### $500 - $999
- Team Agawam Field Hockey
- Team Amy’s Circle of Hope
- Team Angels to the Rescue
- Team Avenging Angels
- Team Bane
- Team Bartlett High School
- Team Becker College
- Team The Believers
- Team Bella
- Team Bissonnette Beehives EMC2
- Team Buccia Family
- Team Cancer Research Office
- Team Capaccio
- Team The Carney Clann
- Team Cathy’s Crusaders
- Team Ceileigh’s Crusaders
Team Chub
Team Chuck’s Crew
Team Club Blue
Team Cobra
Team The Currier Crew
Team Dad and Doug’s Cancer Fight
Team Diane
Team Doggone
Team Dombrowski
Team Dooley
Team Failte Salon
Team Fairlawn Rehab
Team Fight for Life
Team Ford
Team Friend Helping Friend Walking to Help Cure Heather
Team Gal’s Gardner
Team Gauthier
Team Gingerelli
Team Hap
Team Hope Chapel Prayer Warriors
Team Host Steppers
Team Jeff Baskowski
Team Jeryl’s Team
Team Kamerkar Walkers
Team Kathleen Denio’s Team
Team Kymber’s Fight
Team LaRose Pedals
Team Latinas Pro-Health Group
Team Lindsey’s Angels
Team Loco Motions
Team Lovett
Team Marion’s Crew
Team Memory Heart
Team Michael’s Dirty Devils
Team Mike
Team Millbury D I
Team Mozy
Team Mulcahy
Team Mullaly
Team Nana’s Fighters
Team Nancy Whitemore
Team Nancy’s Nightingales
Team Nonna Lena
Team North High School
Team Notre Dame du Luc
Team O.V. P. R.
Team Ore’s Army
Team Pa’s Angels
Team The Patriots
Team Pee Wee’s Heroes
Team Perry’s Hope
Team Preston’s Pac
Team Racers for a Cure
Team Roofers Local 33
Team Sammy’s Angels
Team Save Second Base
Team School Services Dept
Team South High School National Honor Society
Team Squibby’s Squad
Team Tatnuck Bead Co.
Team Tsiramanes
Team Tyndall Time
Team UAW Local 2320, AFL-CIO
Team UMMS President’s Office
Team UMMS CWM CHIPR Chipping for a Cure - Research
Team UMMS CWM Disability and Community Services
Team UMMS CWM Muni-Med
Team UMMS CWM Program Development
Team UMMS Pathology
Team unQuantifiable Hope and Spirit
Team Uxbridge High School
Team Uxbridge Student Council
Team Vecchio
Team Venofer
Team A Walk to Remember
Team Walkers for Family and Friends
Team Williams
Team Worcester District Court Probation
Team Yo Yo
Team Adams
Team AKFC
Team Allegro Fairlawn Rehab
Team Angels of Hope
Team Angiosarcoma
Team AOH/LAOH
Team Bancroft - Ryan Advisory
Team Bancroft School
Team Barre Foods, Inc.
Team Betty
Team BMTU Cancer Kickin Crew
Team Bo’s Angels
Team Brian’s Battle
Team C & R Tire
Team Cavanaugh
Team Charlie’s Angels
Team Charlton Middle School
Team Chickie’s Dance World
Team Christina’s Crew
Team CMFAA
Team Conlon-Canning
Team Dad’s Wing Walkers
Team Dupont
Team Eddie’s Hotties
Team Ed’s
Team Electrical Workers Local 1499
Team Elliott
Team Faith
Team Family Ties
Team Fire It Up 24/7
Team Fix-It
Team For Family and Friends
Team For Pete’s Sake
Team Gakii
Team Gary’s Team
Team Gerald’s Team
Team Grams
Team Greek Ladies
Team H & J
Team H & R Block
Team Holy Cross Economics
Team Hopeful Hearts
Team JR Crew
Team Karen
Team Kevin’s Crusaders
Team Kick Cancer’s Butt
Team K’s
Team The Ladies
Team LeeAnn’s Pink Ribbon Warriors
Team LeSage-Davis
Team Live, Laugh, Love
Team Marilyn Kearney
Team Mendel
Team Mies Bastille
Team Muriel’s Angels
Team Nancy
Team Noodle
Team OFS CWA
Team Pauline’s Avenging Angels
Team Peanut Gallery
Team Pepin
Team Racers for the Cure
Team Roger’s Rugrats
Team Ron Rocks!!
Team Salter College
Team Sister’s Rule
Team Skip’s Steppers
Team Sky 7
Team Sonny
Team Steve Leprechauns
Team Tana’s Tribe
Team Teffy’s
Team Telles
Team Terry’s Traveling Treasures
Team Troop 30880 Holden Girl Scouts
Team UFCW Local 1459
Team UMass Dermatology
Team UMass Five College Federal Credit Union
Team UMMHC Psychiatry
Team UMMS Molecular Genetics and Microbiology
Team UMMS Neurobiology
Team UMMS Quantitative Health
Team Walgreens
Team Walking Today for Someone’s Tomorrow
Team Wooden Ships
Team Worcester Kickball
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fellows</th>
<th>Cumulative lifetime giving of $100,000 - $999,999</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous (12)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbott Laboratories</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann and Richard V. Aghababian, MD '74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Methods Corporation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Delta Pi Foundation, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALS Therapy Alliance, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amgen, Incorporated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angel Fund, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Aron Charitable Foundation, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AstraZeneca LP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autism Consortium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. and Mrs. David C. Ayers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernard Bailin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank of America Charitable Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barre Savings Bank</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaine Beals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen L. Bean</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle and Robert Bean</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara Bean Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Herman F. Becker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randy and Donna Becker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Eileen Berman and Stanley Berman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Bernhard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen and Sarah Berry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biogen Idec</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boehringer Ingelheim Pharmaceuticals Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Boston Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston Scientific Corporation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawn and John Budd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bullfinch's Restaurant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burroughs Wellcome Fund</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin L. Cable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabrillo Associates, LLC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John J. and Elaine C. Cahill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Campbell Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlin Charron &amp; Rosen Charitable Foundation, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June and Brian Carroll</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christos and Mary T. Cocaine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cordis Corporation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country Bank for Savings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Crowley Family</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeanne Y. Curtis*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Robert Cushman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mel and Sandy Cutler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVS Charitable Trust</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fred Harris Daniels Foundation, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur Vining Davis Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Anthony J. DeFino</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denta Quest Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamond Chevrolet, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliza D. and Cora J. D. Dodge Fund</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara M. Donahue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris and Jean Egan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ruth H. and Warren A. Ellsworth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Charles Engelhard Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Else and Monroe England</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Irving and Jane L. England Charitable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairlawn Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairlawn Rehabilitation Hospital</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Featheridge Trust</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Nancy Edman Feldman P’00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilyn and Gerald Fels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maureen and Cornelius Ferris</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fletcher Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fletcher Tilton, PC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary and Warner Fletcher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLEXcon Company, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simeon J. Fortin Charitable Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis Family Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraternal Order of Eagles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phyllis and Stuart Freich P’08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresenius Medical Care</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie and Michael Gaffin P’03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maggi Mavroudis-Gardner and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Gardner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemoshausen Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilead Sciences, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globe Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allan S. Goff Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie and Samuel Golding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosalie and David Grenon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*deceased
The Soutter Washburn Fellows are named in honor of Lamar Soutter, who led the establishment of UMass Medical School and served as its first dean, and Ichabod Washburn, who, in the 1880s, endowed the Memorial Hospital in Worcester. UMass Medical School and UMass Memorial Health Care are proud to honor these respected individuals and organizations whose generosity is helping to accelerate advancements to improve care and ultimately cure diseases.
Annual Leadership Giving

Founders $10,000 +
Ann Marie and John Argitis
Myla Kabat-Zinn Ivrows and Jon Kabat-Zinn, PhD
Janice L. Marturano
Dennis J. McGillicuddy
Lindsay and Stephen Tosi, MD
Dorothy and Michael Tsotsis
Anne and Raimund Vanderweil Jr., P’12

Partners $5,000 - $9,999
Phillip D. Zamo and Catherine M. Colinaux
Mary C. Defeudis
Anne Dubanton
Susan and Walter Ettinger, MD
Maria Furman
Llura and Gordon Gund
Judy and Tony King
Nancy and Harris MacNeil
John G. O’Brien
Julie and Philip Polkington
Michele P. Pugnaire, MD, R’84
Joan Puttermann
Candace and Richard Race
Debra and Arthur Remillard III
Carol and Michael Sleeper
Jeffrey C. Walker
Gayle Weiss, Esq. and Charles Weiss, PhD

Patrons $2,500 - $4,999
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. Brent D. Arthaud
Dr. and Mrs. David C. Ayers
Karin S. McCarthy, MD, ’88, and Andrew Fredman
Jodi and David Brunelle
Kim and Eric Schultz
Naomi and Jerome Snider
Lynda M. Youngh, MD, and Robert Sorenti, MD
Michele and Dennis Streeter
John Wu

Benefactors $1,000 - $2,499
Anonymous
Caroline and Carlton Akins, MD
Christine H. Andersen, MD, ’93, and Christian T. Andersen, MD, ’82
Leslie and James Andreoli
Dr. Michael* and Patricia Aronson
Andres Ausero
Debra L. Brand, MD, ’75
Jennifer Ryan-Brown and Douglas Brown, Esq.
Elaine Beilin and Dr. Robert Brown Jr.
Dawn and John Budd
Ellen and Peter Burnham
Miles Cahill
Jennifer Carey, Ed.D, and Robert Carey, PhD
Wendy Carty
Jennifer H. Caskey, MD, ’75
Jeffrey A. Cogswell
Anne and John Cogswell
Sherryl and Gerard Cohen
Heidi and Michael C. Connelly, MD, ’86
Lois Cornell
Drs. Michael P. Czech and Silvia Corvera
Louise and Lawrence Cournoyer
Cristina and Zoltan Csimma
Paul Damery
Sarah and Dix Davis, P’03
Therese and W. David Day
Florence L. DeLavellette
Julie and Joseph J. Disa, MD, ’88
Virginia and Jack Diskin
Catherine and Daniel M. Doyle, MD, ’78
Edward F. Driscoll, MD
Paula and Eric Dunphy, RN, BSN
Christina Elgart
Catherine Phillips, MD, and Stephen Erban, MD
Jeanmarie and William Fenrich
Mary and Warren Fletcher
Ellen Flynn, MD, ’99 R’03
Bernadette M. Leber, MD, ’83, and Thomas Folan
Nancy M. Fontneau, MD, ’84 R’88 F’89
Jyoti and Rajinder Gandhi
Mano. Anne Feliex, MD, and John M. Giles

Annual Leadership Giving acknowledges donors with cumulative gifts of $500 or more to any combination of our Annual Funds within a fiscal year (July – June). Leadership donors support education, research and patient care initiatives at the University of Massachusetts Medical School and/or UMass Memorial Health Care.

Chair, Annual Leadership Giving
R. Norman Peters

Annual Leadershio Giving

Carmela and Francesco Gioioso P’09
Elizabeth Gittinger, MD, ’01
Theresa M. Caputo, MD, ’79, and Dennis Godek
Caroline Marten-Ellis, MD, ’86, and Stephen Graves
Josha Greenberg, MD, R’82
Rosalie and David Grenon
Neena and Subhash Grover P’04
Michael G. Hamrock, MD, ’95
Charles F. Harenza
Sahla M. Hassenin
Barbara and Michael S. Hauser, DMD, MD, ’83
Stephen Heard, MD
Margaret Heffron
Jill and Chris Higgins
Patrice Muchowski and David Hilless
Patricia and Francis Holloway
Carole and Patrick Hughes
Catherine and John Hunt
Irene Goranlis, MD, ’81, and Morton Jackson
Denise Brouillette-Jacobson and Allan Jacobson
Robert E. Jenal
Kimberly Stone and Patrick Jones
Lynette and Michael A. Jozefczyzk, MD, ’78
Margaret and Gary Kachadurian
Jodie Katz
Julie Kaufman, MD, ’89
Tod A. and Benjamin M. Keating
Charles Khong
Yew-Teik Khor
Kaisik Kim, MD, P’14, and Moo Kim, MD, P’14
Helen and Paul Kunze
Daniel and Judith Lasser
William S. LeBlanc
Robert L. LeClaire
Susanna M. Lee, MD, ’78
Nancy and Garry Levitsky
Susan U. Lynch, MD, ’86, and John Lynch
Donna Griffith Macken P’14 and A. Connell Macken P’14
Angela and James Magill
Rebecca Mai
Pamela Menez, RN, and Frank Maletz, MD
Karen Rothman, MD, and Gordon Manning, MD
Eileen and Eric Marcus
Lynn Goldsmith and Peter Mark
Gloria and Normand Marois
Heather and Justin Maykel, MD
James P. McNamara, PhD
Edit Mello and Dr. Craig C. Mello
Patricia A. Merola
Christine and Andrew J. Miller, MD, ’79
Kathleen Mitcham
Alex Moghadam
Jane and Andres Molina
Jane and Dennis Neslusan
Patricia K. O’Day
Dr. Kresztena M. Strobel and O. Nsidinyanya Okike
Elaine and Sherman Olson

*deceased
Friends $500 - $999

Anonymous
Elizabeth and Kenneth S. Allen, MD ’82
Spencer Amesbury, MD ’83
John J. Argtis
Magda Badran
Abraham K. Ballah, MS, RN ’08
Cynthia Barko
Randall Barko
Jane E. Carleton, MD ’91, and Joshua Barnett
Elenie C. Bartzokis, MD ’86 R’89
Rebecca and Gregory B. Begin, MD ’78 F’82
Lisa B. Beittel
Susan Benedetto
Tony Bennett
Sylvia E. Berthiaume
Donna Besecker
Michele D. Bilodeau, MD
Lynn A. Baden, MD ’86, and Scott Binbaum
Mary and William Booth
Joshua A. Boyce, MD ’85 R’89
Rebecca P. Brackett, MD ’86
Richard A. Bream, MD
Barbara Fisher and David Broadwin
Elizabeth Burbank, MD R’97, and
Kelton M. Burbank, MD ’91 R’00
William J. Callahan, MD ’83
Lucy Y. Chie, MD ’00, and
Justin J. Campbell, MD ’00
Jaimie Kane, MD ’03 R’06, and Jay Candelmo
Carolyn Carroll, MD, and
James W. Carroll, MD ’89 R’90
Jennifer M. Carswell, MD ’00 R’06, and
Brett M. Carswell, MD ’00 R’02 R’06
Deanna L. Carty, MD ’96 R’99, and James Carty
Judith Harding and Richard E. Chaisson, MD ’82
Li Chan
David M. Clive, MD
Elizabeth Cooney and Thomas F. Cole
Catherine and J. Christopher Collins
Margaret and James Collins
Judith and Roderick H. Crocker Jr., MD ’82
Patricia and Joseph Cusimano
Jennifer Daley, MD
Gilbert S. Davis
Phil and Laurie Davis P’03
Elizabeth and George DeFalco Jr.
Catherine E. Jones, MD ’93 R’96, and
Eric W. Dickson, MD ’95 R’98
Judith and Steven DiOrio
Khoa D. Do, MD, MD ’97 R’00 F’03
Loretta and David G. Dodwell, MD ’84 R’85
Paul F. Doherty
Laurie and Michael Everett
Madeleine R. Fay, MD ’78 F’83 P’94’95
Debby and Richard Finn P’13
Kathleen V. Fitzgerald, MD ’87 R’90
Fred Friedman
Janice and Robert Gallo
Lenas E. Dohlmann-Gerhardt, MD, MPH ’77, and
Tobin Gerhardt, MD
Laura and Jeffrey S. Gold, MD ’80, and
Dr. Naomi Botkin and Mr. Joshua Gordon
Lisa Gordon
Joan and Robert Guay
Jessica H. Harrington, MD ’94, and
Brian Harrington
Carolyn J. Heineman, PhD
Jean and Kenneth R. Hilliker, MD R’77 P’12
Kerri E. Osterhaus-Houle, MD ’99 R’03, and
Christopher Houle
Richard P. Houlihan
Michelle and David F. Kallmes, MD ’89
Kenneth H. Kaplan, MD
Jennifer and Adam R. Kellogg, MD ’04
Edward Keohane
Varda Konstam, PhD P’15, and
Marvin Konstam, MD P’15
Jean Krishkeller, PhD
Cheryl M. Lapiero
Carolyn and James Leary
Kim and Marion Leonard
Elaine and Samuel Lieberman
Elizabeth Lin
Pamela A. Lipsett, MD, SACS ’84
Mary and Richard Logan
M. Paula Lutz, MD ’85
Helen S. Ma
Jeanne and Nathan R. MacDonald, MD ’96 R’99
Michael J. Malone, MD ’80 R’85
Enrico Martignoni
Linda and Ben Masterman
Christine McKerney, MD ’92, and
Kevin McAllister
William H. McClurk
Elizabeth and Richard McDonald Sr.
Melinda and Nick Melehow
Cynthia and Glenn Mitchell
Russell K. Mitchell, MD ’94
Ralph Montalvo
Patricia M. Bailey, MD ’80, and Richard Murray
Janet and Michael G. Muto, MD ’83
Judith A. Nielsen, MS, RN ’95, and Carl Nielsen
Lisa Norton, MD ’90
Anne and James W. O’Connor III, MD ’91
Christina L. Wei, MD ’85, and
Daniel J. O’Leary, MD ’85
Anita Olsson
Rose and John Olver
Edward V. O’Reilly
Linda and Kevin O’Sullivan
Peter Paanakker
Amy Judd and William L. Paly, MD ’86
Sharon Britton and John D. Patrick, MD ’79
Valerie and Matthew Pedone
Serena Perkins
Andrea A. Pettinato, MD ’98, and
Paul J. Pettinato, MD ’98
Nancy and Raymond S. Pierson, MD ’84
Colby A. Previte, MD ’04, and
Gregory J. Previte, MD ’04
Bethany and Mark A. Ringewicz, MD ’81
Nancy King and Richard Rockefeller
Rosalie and Sidney* Rose
Scott L. Rosenzweig, MD ’93
Dr. John G. Santos P’07
Amy B. Schoenbaum, MD ’95
Ms. Patricia A. Segerson
Christina and Gregory R. Seiler, MD ’94 R’97
Cynthia G. King, MD ’02, and Lon J. Setnik, MD ’02
Heidi and Mark Shea P’10
Erica and Ian Snyder
Robert Stanton
Gregory K. Steinberg, MD ’97 R’00
Cheryl Sutton-Santagate and
Brian P. Sutton, MD, FACEP ’91
Jan Swanson
Tricia and Brian J. Szarcz, MD ’92
Catherine and John T. Szymanski, MD ’80
George A. Taylor, MD P’07
Ann Marie Testarmata, MD ’81
Anne N. Thorndike, MD, MPH
John Trobaugh
Diana Tsotsis
Alison M. Sollee, MD ’85, and Gary Usher
Richard C. Van Nostrand
Cici Van Tine
John P. Verderese, MD ’05
Carolyn and Mike Walker
Jennifer L. Parent, MD ’00, and Eric Winer
Kathleen J. Welch, MD ’80
Robert A. Wetherbee, MD ’93
Bruce Wilks, MD ’80 R’83
Susan R. and David K. Woodbury
Julia K. Yoshida, MD ’81

Page 45
Founders
$10,000+
Mel and Sandy Cutler

Partners
$5,000 - $9,999
Anonymous
Jack and Susan Bassick
Jerry R. Brooks, PhD

Patrons
$2,500 - $4,999
Judy and Jim Bergin
Henry and Elaine* Ciborowski
Maryellen and Michael Collins, MD
Jeanne Y. Curtis*
Susan and Walter Ettinger, MD
Mary and Warner Fletcher
Kye and Terence Flotte, MD
Myles and Jean McDonough
John G. O’Brien
Mrs. Winifred K. Quick
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Stowe
Dr. John and Lynn Sullivan
Daniel G. Tear, PhD, and Madeleine K. Tear
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Vincent

Benefactors
$1,000 - $2,499
Anonymous
Katherine Ruiz de Luzuriaga, MD R’90,
and Lloyd Alderson, MD ’99
Marie and Mike Angelini
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph J. Bafaro
Thomas and Lynora Bartholomew
Allen and Sarah Berry
Seth and Tina Bilzarian
Christopher and Charlotte Bramley
Richard and Joan Caparso
Jeanine Courtney-Clark and
Donald Clark Sr.

---

Dr. Jennifer S. Daly P’11 and
Dr. Mark W. Cohen P’11
Philip D. Zamore and
Catherine M. Colivaux
Drs. Michael P. Czech and Sylvia Corvera
Hans de Veer
Marjorie Deitz
Mary M. Doyle
Elisha W. Erb
Barbara E. Fargo
Robert Finberg and Joyce Fingeroth
Mrs. John E. Flagg
Allen W. Fletcher
Ed and Joyce Flynn
Paul and Karen Fontaine
Patricia and Domenic Fratantonio
Joan and Rif Freedman
Bob and Liz Frem
Mark and Jan Fuller
Sandy Mayrand and Paul Gallagher
Qin Su and Guanping Gao, PhD
Dr. Abraham and Linda Haddad
Drs. Lynn and Lura Harrison
Stephen Heard, MD
Ruth and Arthur Herring
Theresa and Daniel Hicks Jr.
Polly and Prentiss Higgins
Don and Nancy Hodes
Susan and Timothy Hopkins, MD P’00
Louise L. Hugo
Mrs. Ann D. Iandoli
Louis J. Iandoli, PhD
Dr. Richard and Mrs. Diane Irwin
John and Marianne Jeppson
V. Craig Jordan, OBE, PhD, DSc, FMedSci
Miss Leni Joyce
Rayna and Jack Keenan
Judy and Tony King
Helen P. Koskinas
Stephen and Valerie Loring
Dorothy and Howard Lurier

---

Laurel and Stephen Lyle, MD, PhD
Nadine and Thomas Manning
Dr. Maurice and Rita Martel
Donna M. Ambrosino, MD P’09, and
Howard Martin, MD P’09
Dr. and Mrs. David M. Matson
Drs. Paula-Ann Pricken and
C. Robert Matthews
Cathy and Christian McCarthy
James P. McNamara, PhD
Faye Levine and Alvin Meisel
Edit Mello and Dr. Craig C. Mello
Jock Herron and Julia Moore
Patricia and James Moynihan
Donald V. Stowe and Elizabeth Nizick
Ira and Judy Ockene
Brendan and Claire O’Connor
Betsy and Charlie Pagnan
Martha R. Pappas, EdD, and
Arthur M. Pappas, MD
Drs. Judith and Thoru Pederson
Marlene and David Persky
William and Sally Pettit
Cynthia and Stephen Pitcher
Linda Cardillo Platzer and Dr. J. J. Whitaker
Joyce L. Robsham
Carol and Kenneth Rock
Rosalie and Sidney* Rose
Melody and David Rose
Drs. Elizabeth J. Luna and Alonzo H. Ross
Jaan and Lester Sadowsky
Kenneth Sadowsky
Robert Schultz
Margaret Lansing and Matthew Shields
Robert and Susan Sigel
Vivian B. Sigel
in memory of Morton H. Sigel
Marshall Silverman
Dr. Richard and Susan Simitis
Carol and Michael Sleeper
Drs. Roger Davis and Hayla Sluss ’88

---

*deceased
EVENT SPONSORS

We thank these individuals and corporations for their sponsorships of one or more of the following signature fundraising events: Tee Up for Tots Golf Tournament, Walk to Cure Cancer, Pink – Lighting the Way to a Cure, CMC Starlight Celebration, and the Winter Ball.

Anonymous
A. Arsenault & Sons, Inc.
ACS, a Xerox Company
Air Methods Corporation
Anthony J. Alario, MD ’79
Allied Waste Services
Ameriprise Financial Services, Inc.
AmeriSpec Home Inspections, Inc.
Andrew Abu Realtors
Associated Credit Services, Inc.
Atlas Distributing, Inc.
Avant Physician Recruiters
Bank of Canton
Bard, Rao + Athanas Consulting Engineers, LLC
Bartholomew and Company, Inc.
Scot Bateman, MD
Benefit Development Group
Berry, a division of Suffolk Construction
Seth and Tina Bilazarian P’86
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts
Boillus Lynch, LLP
Bryan Dental Associates
Camossie Masonry Supply, Inc.
Cardinal Health
Dr. Sule Cataltepe and Dr. Oguz Cataltepe
CCA Healthcare Receivable Solutions
CCR Certified Public Accountants & Business Advisors
Chandler Pediatrics
Charter Communications
Charter TV 3
Drs. Chernosky, Hallenbeck, Scannell, Solano and VanSavage
Chickee’s Dance World
Child Health Associates, PC
Citrix
ClaimTrust
Coghlin Electrical Contractors, Inc.
College of the Holy Cross
Maryellen and Michael Collins, MD
Communication Workers of America Local 1301
Consigli Construction Foundation
Creative Office Pavilion
Crothall Services Group
D & B Auto Body, Inc.
Dan’s Jeep Chrysler Dodge, Inc.
David E. Waterfall, DMD, PC
DCU for Kids
Mary C. DeFeudis
Dell Services
DePuy Spine, Inc.
Victoria and Richard Diamond
Diversified Project Management
DMH Electric, Inc.
EasCare, LLC Ambulance Service
EGC, Inc.
EMC Corporation
Etransmedia Technology, Inc.
Susan and Walter Ettinger, MD
Fallon Community Health Plan
Favulli Electric, Inc.
Fiduciary Investment Advisors, LLC
Kye and Terence Flotte, MD
G. Greene Construction Co., Inc.
Garden Fresh Deli
Gibson Associates
Nicola and Michael Gilboy
Marianne Felice, MD, and John M. Giles
Greenwood Industries Inc.
Lindsey Grossman, MD, and Neil Grossman, MD
Harvard Pilgrim Health Care, Inc.
Marcia Head
Healthy Baby Essentials
Barbara Heisler
Heisler & Mattson Properties
Herbert E. Berg Florist, Inc.
Herlihy Company, Inc.
Herlihy Insurance Group, Inc.
Brendan Herlihy
Dr. and Mrs. Michael P. Hirsh
Imprint Express
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers Local 1505
Intrasystems, Inc.
Maria and Bruce Jacobson
Lee Joseph
Kelleher & Sadowsky Associates, Inc.
Keller Williams
Susan and Christopher Keuker, MD
EVENT SPONSORS
(continued)

Agnes E. Kull, CPA*
Daniel and Judith Lasser
Law Office Of Kathryn A. Toomey
Lee Joseph Realty Inc.
LetterLogic
Lian, Zarrow, Eynon & Shea
Liberty Movers, Inc.
Tina and Donald Mancini
Mariani Manno, MD, and
Vincent P. Manno, ScD
Kathleen and Paul Marshall, MD
Massachusetts AFL-CIO
Masterman’s, LLP
Amy and Mark McCormack
MedAssets, Inc
MedMetrics Health Partners, Inc.
MedStar Ambulance
Medtronic USA, Inc.
MetLife
Mirick, O’Connell, DeMallie & Lougee, LLP
Morrison Management Specialists
Errol Mortimer, MD
National Association of Government Employees
New England Alternative Investments, Inc.
New Leaf Salon, Inc.
Jane Newburger, MD, MPH P’08, and
Peter Newburger, MD P’08
Newton Wellesley Hospital H.E.A.L. Program
Niman Paper Supply, Inc.
Nite Time Décor
North Pointe Investment Partners
Steven Nowicki
John G. O’Brien
Office Resources
The Outsource Group
P.L. Rider Co., Inc.
Betsy and Charlie Pagnam
Martha R. Pappas, EdD, and
Arthur M. Pappas, MD
Panera Bread
Loretta J. and R. Norman Peters
Peters & Sowyrda
Anna Ling Pierce
Polar Beverages
Professional Business Services
Professional Management Consultants, Inc.
The Protector Group Insurance Agency, Inc.
Public Consulting Group, Inc.
Rand-Whitney Container Newtown LLC
Raytheon Company
RE/MAX Advantage
RE/MAX Vision, LLC
Revelation Productions
The S/L/A/M Collaborative, Inc.
Andrea Mangano-Sacco and
Michael Sacco, CPA, MST
Sacco and Associates Tax Consultants
Mary E. Scannell, MD ‘84 R’88
Shields Health Care Group LP
Siemens
Dr. Shirley S. and Mr. Robert M. Siff
Silver Leaf Spa
Sleek MedSpa
Something Sweet by Michelle
Standard Builders
Steamer’s Soccer Club
Sterling Concrete
The Stop & Shop Supermarket Company
Struck Catering
TactiCom, Inc.
TEAMWORKS Auburn
Kim and Gary Thibeault
Tina Bilazarian, inc. Realtors
Tomaiolo Realty Group, Inc.
Toshiba Business Solutions
Towne Cleaners
Tsai/Kobus & Associates
Tufts Health Plan
UHealth Solutions
UMMHC Department of OB/GYN
United Food and Commercial Workers
Local 1445
Unum
Verizon
Vital Emergency Medical Services
W. B. Mason
Wagner Motors
Mary and David Waterfall, DMD
WEDGE Capital Management, LLP
Hannah Chun Welsh
Western Carriers, Inc.
Whalley Computer Associates, Inc.
Whipple Construction
William A. Berry & Sons Inc.
Women’s Health of Central Massachusetts
Woodridge LLC
Worcester Telegram & Gazette
World Energy Solutions, Inc.
Erin and Daniel Wright
WSRS 96 FM/WTAG AM 580

*deceased

The Heritage Society
TRANSFORM THE FUTURE.

Leave a legacy to UMass Medical School or UMass Memorial Health Care and make your mark on medical research and clinical care.

The Heritage Society was established to recognize donors who include the University of Massachusetts Medical School or UMass Memorial Health Care in their estate plans. Legacy gifts can benefit you, UMass Medical School, UMass Memorial and countless others—often in ways you never considered possible.

To join the Heritage Society or for more information, please contact:

Carolyn Flynn
Office of Gift Planning
ogp@umassmed.edu
1-877-775-1992
www.umassmed.edu/foundation/giving

Gift Annuities • Bequests • Charitable Remainder Trusts • Real Estate • Retirement Plans • Life Insurance
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LEADERSHIP

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS MEDICAL SCHOOL

Michael F. Collins, MD
Chancellor
University of Massachusetts Medical School
Senior Vice President for the Health Sciences
University of Massachusetts

Terence R. Flotte, MD
Celia and Isaac Haidak Professor of Medical Education
Dean
School of Medicine
Provost and Executive Deputy Chancellor
University of Massachusetts Medical School

Anthony Carruthers, PhD
Dean
Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences

Paulette Seymour-Route, PhD, RN
Dean
Graduate School of Nursing

UMASS MEMORIAL HEALTH CARE

John G. O’Brien
President and CEO, UMass Memorial Health Care

Sheila Daly
President and CEO, Clinton Hospital

Patrick Muldoon
President and CEO, HealthAlliance Hospital

Karen Moore, MS, FACHE
President and CEO, Marlborough Hospital

Charles Cavagnaro III, MD
President and CEO, Wing Memorial Hospital

UMASS MEMORIAL HEALTH CARE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

David L. Bennett, Chair
John H. Budd
Michael F. Collins, MD
Lois Dehls Cornell
Edward D’Alelio
Robert W. Finberg, MD
Terence R. Flotte, MD
Paul Kangas
Harris L. MacNeill
Mary Ellen McNamara
John G. O’Brien
O. Nsidinanya Okike, MD
Edward J. Parry III
Paulette Seymour-Route, PhD, RN
Irina Simmons
Jack M. Wilson, PhD
Sarah G. Berry, Emerita Trustee
Dennis D. Berkey, PhD, Emeritus Trustee
Dix F. Davis, Emeritus Trustee
M Howard Jacobson, Emeritus Trustee
Stephen W. Lenhardt Sr., Emeritus Trustee

UMASS MEDICAL SCHOOL/UMASS MEMORIAL DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

Mary C. DeFeudis
Chair

Marie and Mike Angelini
Ann Marie and John Argitis
John J. Argitis
Thomas and Lynora Bartholomew
Jill and Salvatore Basta, MD
Arthur P. Bergeron, Esq.
Dr. Eileen Berman and Stanley Berman
Tina Bilazarian P’86
George F. Booth II
Jodi and David Brunelle
John J. and Elaine C. Cahill
June and Brian Carroll
James and Nancy Coghlin
Rebecca B. Crocker
Joan M. and Ralph D. Crowley Jr.
Cristina and Zoltan Csimma
Jeanne Y. Curtis*
Rita and Peter Dignan
Judith and Steven DiOrio
Betty Jo Dowd
Paula and Eric Dunphy, RN, BSN
Nancy Edman Feldman
Marianne Felice, MD, and John M. Giles
Carol and Norton Foxman
Joan and Rif Freedman
Phyllis and Stuart Freilich
Mark and Jan Fuller
Leslie and Michael Gaffin
Maggi Mavroudis-Gardner and Christopher Gardner
B. Joyce and Daniel Gilmore Jr.
Scott Glass
Nathan and Barbara Greenberg
Rosalie and David Grenon
Linda and Dev Vrat Gupta P’11
Drs. Sahab and Satish Gupta
Polly and Prentiss Higgins
Frances and M Howard Jacobson
Tay Ann Jay
Nancy and Eric Jeppson
Maureen and William Kelleher
Alison C. Kenary
Judy and Tony King
Elizabeth and David Klein
Helen P. Koskinas
Agnes E. Kull*
Stephen and Valerie Loring
Nancy and Harris MacNeill
Laura and Thomas Marks, MD ’79 R’84
Dudtie Massad
Erica Mawn
Heather and Justin Maykel, MD
Jean McDonough
Ruthann Melancon
Eleanor R. Moosey
Patricia and James Moynihan
Christine and William Muller, MD
Susan and David Nicholson
Marybeth and Michael Noonan
Drs. Kreszentia M. Strobel and O. Nsidinanya Okike
Martha R. Pappas, EdD, and Arthur M. Pappas, MD
Georgia and Anastasios Parafestas
Yvonne and Michael Perlmutter P’11
R. Norman Peters
Anna Ling Pierce

Joan and George Psoinos P’12
Louise and Ken Redding
Debra and Arthur Remillard III
Rosalie Rose
Faye and Charlie Ruopp P’11
Joan and Lester Sadowsky
Matthew Salmon
Edwin Shea Jr.
Dr. Shirley S. and Mr. Robert M. Siff
Yael Ratner Silverman and H. Scott Silverman, DPhil
Michael and Carol Sleeper
Kristina and John Spillane, Esq.
Michael J. Spillane, Esq.
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Stowe
Katy and Peter Sullivan
Daniel G. Tear, PhD, and Madeleine K. Tear
Lindsay and Stephen Tosi, MD
Regina and Nicholas M. Tsanotelis, MD ’82
Dorothy and Michael Tsotis
Maureen and Jim Umpnre
Meridith and Joseph Wesby III
Maureen and Dr. Joseph Yamin P’03’09

DEVELOPMENT STAFF

Charles J. Pagnam
Vice Chancellor for Development

John R. Hayes Jr.
Associate Vice Chancellor for Development

Kim Canty
Director, Individual Giving

Ellen Conte
Associate Director, Individual Giving

Cheryl Cusson
Director, Development Liaison Program

Lisa Dayne
Manager, Development Projects

Ron Dufault
Director, Individual Giving

Nanette Duquette
Interim Director, Development Operations

Carolyn J. Flynn, Esq.
Director of Gift Planning and Assistant Counsel

Kate Gomes
Director, Annual Giving

Connie A. Johnson, PhD
Associate Director,
Corporate and Foundation Relations

Meg Lansing
Director, Individual Giving

Tom McCullough
Director, Corporate and Foundation Relations

Megan H. Panek
Director, Individual Giving

Diana Tsotis
Director, Alumni & Parent Relations

Director, Development Events

The information on this page is current as of date of printing.